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PREFACE

and

In the early l9C rnost torvns were very insanitary. Muck
and filth vied rvith poor housing, vermin and irnpure water
to spread disease. The arrival of Cholera provided the
impetus for the sanitary reforms that culminated in the first
1848. By this act parliament
Public Health Act
encouraged towns to improve their sanitary conditions by
setting up Local Boards of Health to provide, amongst other
things, pure water and drainage.

in

PUBLIC Hf,ALTH
Before entering into a cluonological report of the slorv

advancement of sanita4, improvements in Warwick it is
necessary to introduce the several public bodies involved.

to a town were called

Within the Borough of Warwick, formed in 1835, the
of St. Mary and St. Nicholas continued as
independent bodies. The parish vestries set rates for their
own purposes, principally for the maintenance of the
church, for highway maintenance and for the maintenance

improvement works were carried out in three phases:-

of their poor through the poor law union..

The works necessary to bring good water and sanitation
'improvement works'. Warwick's
a) The rvorks of water supply and mains drainage
completed in 1858.
b) The works to pun$ the towns sewage completed in
1868 and
c) The works to provide the town with water from
Haseley (Hazeley) completed in 1877.

This sequence is reflected in the text. However, for
in 1693 and some reference is
made to later developments. The main work is
supplemented by appendices with more detailed

completeness, the story starts

information and comment.

In researching this zubject I have made best use of the
surviving records whictu although voluminous, are not
complete. Thus there is a considerable record of proposals
rvith very much less information on completed works.
Similarly a great deal of ill informed, and often politically
motivatd comment is recorded often without an

adequate

response.

In the text I have sought not to confuse opinion with fact
and where circumstances have necessitated the use of
suspct sources I have sought to make this clear.
Finally it must be confessed that not all of the available
records have been consulted. It would have been useful 1o
consult the medical officers reports, particularly their
comments on the quality of Warwick's water and sanitation,
but these, and the minutes of The General Board, are not
easily accessible. It must also be confessed that the local
press has only been selectively read-

parishes

The town council was directly elected. The

major

beneficial activities of the council were in respect of the
watching of the town (policing), fire fighting, regulation of
t}le markets and the provision of street lighting - however in
its early years the council was also much dishacted by long
legal disputes with officials. Although levying a small rate
much of the towns income was derived from charities - this
being sufficient to defray the whole cost of sfteet lighting
and part of the cost of watching the town. There is little
evidence that the council took much interest in the sanitary
condition of the town before 1847 - the exceptions being the
maintenance of public pumps and an occasion in 1843
when a committee set up to enquire into improving the
water supply quickly concluded that "irrespective of the
cost" nothing could be done [2 14 Jne. 184 j]. In fact during
these early years the town had few, if any, powers to abate
nuisances. This changed with the passing of the Nuisances
Removal and Diseases Prwention Act of 1847' which the
town early took advantage of by appointing as its own the
'Officer of Nuisances' previously employed by the Board of
Jan. 1848,
The immediate
Gardians 12
improvements to the town were such as to be favourably
reported on by Mr Clark in his report of February 1849 p8
Paras 5&2\
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The third arm of local government was The Poor Larv
Union. This provided not only work and relief for the poor
but also medical services. It was the union, and not the
town, who had been most active in seeking to improve the
sanitary conditions and it was the vic chairman, and later
chairman, of the board of guardians (Mr. G. Lloyd) who
spoke and had pamphlets published on town
improvementsllS Para 31.

Finally. from September 1849, Warwick had its orvn
Local Board of Health. Charged with the sanitary
improvement of the town it possessed certain powers of
compulsion e.g. the power to oblige property owners to
connect their properties to mains water and drainage, the
Front Cover. No evidence of the original improvement

power to raise revenue and the power to borrow money.

n:orks can now be seen about the town. However several
'Stop Cock' cover plates and h,po while on blue 'Fire

Hydrant' indicalor plates sumive from the days vhen
Wsn"ick h,Jd its ovm wster supply.
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BEFORE THE IMPROVEMENT WORKS

laundry work rainu'ater lvas much preferrcd. Neverthcless

great quantilv
The sanitary condition of Warwick rvas not unlike many
other contemporary to!r'ns. By the early Victorian years
much of the town was filthy overcrowded and squalid - the
town had an abundance ofcesspools and much ofthe rvater.
in the town, was contaminated. The various watercourses
about the town were little more than open servers and the
rvater of the River Avon less than pure.

laundry water

of Soda was used in the town to

[8

a

soflen

Para ] 12,21 P871.

Thus not onlv was there a great shortage of easih'
accessible water in the town but very much of that was
impure when received and likely to become more so when
stored in open barrels and cisterns.

castle had its water pumped from The Avon by machinery
in the castle mill. Few details of the first castle water supply
are known but papers ftom 1872/3 [25] refer to a tlree inch

As for sanitation by 1849 Warwick had upwards of 1500
cesspools into which was thrown the filth of houses. privy's,
pigsties and slaughter houses. Most of these were open
exposing an estimated 37,000 sq. ft. of faecal matter to the
sun. These cesspools were reportedly emptied by scavengers
one or twice a year with the muck then sold on to local
farmers as fertiliser realising a sum estimated to be not less

rising main.

than [780 per year.

The town got most of its water from wells and
but much use was also made of rainwater
collected in butt's or cisterns. From about 1644 [17] the

watercourses

ln

1872, following the disastrous fire of the
previous year, the Earl of Warwick obtained a quotation
[25] for the installation of much more powerftrl pumps
sufficient to provide water not only for domestic purposes
but also for fue fighting - these pumps would have provided
a supply of not less than 80 gallons per minute through a
five inch rising main to screwed hydrants about the castle.
However it appears that this was not proceeded with for in
187617 a 5 inch water main was run from the High Street to
the castle with hydrants installed in the carriage drive and
along the back lane [35].

About 80 houses in &e town, the goal and some public
buildings, also benefited from having a piped water supply.
This water was provided by a private undertaking that
pumped water up to the town from priory pools (See
appendix 3/. From c1693 this supplied water to a stone
cistern located at the North end of Sheep St. from where it
rvas distributed to the houses by underground pipework,
Later water was distributed about the town in wooden water
pipes from a lead tank close by the Punch Bowl Public
House.@ short piece of this wooden pipework can be seen
in St. John's Museum.) By 1849 houses were paying up to
l8/- a year for a very poor supply which was both impure
and rationed. With only one third of the town zupplied with
water on any day the water was, at best, on for only two
days of each week but the supply is known to have failed
completely for three months of one year and for two months
the nex1. Households stored water in cisterns for the days
rvhen the water was off and they no doubt also made much
use of wells and rainwater.

The torvn had many wells and these prol-ided the main
source of water for rnuch of the town. Many of these wells
rvere fitted with pumps and were rypically 70 or 80 ft. deep.
Most of these rvells, or pumps, were private but a few, one

near to the Lord Leicester Hospital and another in The
Saltisford, were publicly maintained by the town council.
By 1849 contamination of well water by sewage and other
filth was a serious problem - some had already been
abandoned and others were at constant risk.

Well water \vas very hard and that taken from the
watercourses about the tollr was little better. Thus for

Most of the stre€ts had a culvert, or drain, 1ft. 6ins. or 2ft.

in dia to carry away the surface water to the nearest water
course. Into these many house drains also conveyed sink
water. The drains thus accumulated much matter and much
foul air was emitted particularly in the lower parts of the
town.[2l P85l But offence was not confined to the poorer
parts of the town - e.g. "In the market place, on visiting one
most respectable shop, the kitchen underground was found
to be on a level with the *wer (storm drain) , into which a
damp and dark recess in the wall was cut and employed as a
priry. The smell was very offensive, and the inmates of the
house and shop complained bitterly of it." No surprise then
that "fitted with enormous gutter glates (without traps?)

they are much complained of for the foul effluvia which
they give out" [18 Para's 32 to 12].

The passage

of the

1846 Act 'To Encourage the

Establishment of Public Baths and Wash Houses'apparently
went without comment or consideration in the town.

THE FOR]VIATION OF TgE WARWICK LOCAL
BOARD OF HEALTH AND THE FIRST
TMPROVEMENTWORKS (1848 - 18s8)
The Public Health Act of 1848 established the General
Board of Health and encouraged towns, or other places with
populations exceeding 2000 persons, to form Local Boards
of Health. Although the General Board had reserve powers
to establish Local Boards, without consent, in towns with
high mortality, the usual procedure was for the town to
petition for a Local Board to be established. On receipt of

such

a petition the General Board would

appoint an

inspector to hold an inquiry into the condition of the town
and to make appropriate recommendations. If appropriate a
Local Board would then be set up. Two parliamentary
there lvas a
procedures were used for this purpose.
suitable existing local elected body e.g. town council, the
procedure was to reform that body into the Local Board of
Health by means of a Command Order - new elections were
not required. Otherwise the formation of the Local Board

If

0r
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in the annual
Public Health Act rvith its members being directly elected.

would be authorised bv naming the torvn

Petitions required the signature of at least l0% of those
eligible to pay the poor rate - the Warwick petition thus
required not less than 235 signatures. The subsequent
enquires were brief but comprehensive - the inspector had
to establish that there was good reason to set up a Local
Board, the extent of its remit, its geographical extent, that it
rvas not desirable to combine with any adjacent town and
finally that sound improvement works were not only
practical but would not cost more than the town could

"lt would, be necessary to drarv the supplJ' from a
point near Emscote, above the mouth of the Leam River.
From hence it would be led by a clay main conduit to a
filtering reservoir by the Avon side near Cotton-end, where
a pumping-engine rvould force it up to a service tank,
constructd upon the summit level of the town, whence it
would be distributed by street mains. The capacity of the
Avon is much to great, even in dry seasons, to be materially
affected by the quantity thus abstracted, added to which the

reservoir, containing about a 30 days supply would not
draw its water when the stream was low, and consequently
less pure than usual" fPara 84].

afford.

Warwick had viewed the passage of The Public Health
Act through parliament as a tlreat to its independence.
Thus, in May 1848, the borough petitioned The Commons
and The Lords objecting to the centralisation of power in a
general board which diminished the authority of municipal
and corporate bodies [2 9 May 18r'8]. This petition clearly
failed for very soon the General Board of Health was
established but the sentiment of 'the diminution
authority' was one to be often repeated.

In respect of drainage he was concerned to ensure that
there should be no discharge into the river above the town.
This presented a problem for much of the town drained
naturally into the river between St. John's and the Castle
Mill. However he concluded that by layrng a deep sewer all
the town drainage could be induced to flow Westward to a
single outfall at Fishers Brook between the Stratford Rd.
and the River [Para's 90

-

931.

of local

By the end of October 1848 a petition for the formation of

a Local Board of Health uas lf ing, for signature, in the
courthouse. This quickly gathered the rerluisite number of
signatrres and was despatched to The General Board who
by mid November had appointed a Mr. George Thomas

Clark as superintending inspector. The public enquiry
started on the 2lst. Dec. agairst the wishes of many in the
town who objected to the expense of employing an outside

inspector [3 22 Novl848]. The Preliminary Report to The
General Board, dated 20 February 1849, was received on
the ?th. June [31.

The report [8] confirmed that the town was in need of
improvement that these could be provided by a Local Board
of Health and that those improvements could be obtained at

a

cost that the town could afford. The major
recommendations were in respect of Water Supply and

Drainage; other recommendations covered scavenging,
burial grounds and paving.

In respect of the torvns water supply the inspector found

that this lvas variously impure, hard and

"utterly
insufficient. in both quantity and quality for the needs of the
toln." In recommending that the torvn should have a neu'
rvater supply he rvas arvare that there was no immediately
available source of good, that is pure and soft, water to be
found. He therefore recommended that the first actions of
the Local Board should be to undertake a more exlensive
sun'ey of possible sources particularly recommending an
investigation of the upper parts of the Chesterton Valley
rvhere he thought some of the tributaries might provide a
suitable source of pure and soft rvater for the town. However
for the purposes of estimating the cost of providing water
to the town he assurned that this r.vould be drawn from the
River Avon rvhere :-

The improvements were described thus :"There will be a constant supply of water, unlimited
in quantity, of good quahty, distributed to svery house, on
the ground-floor; and for those who wish it, the pressure
will command the upper floors also. For the poorest houses
there will be two taps, one in the kitchen or principal room,
and one over the water-closet in the yard. For this
accommodation, this class of houses will be charged a
penny a week" lPara 1051.
"Every house will be in reach of a fire-plug and hose. The
will be cleansed and, in dusty weather, watered, by
more moderate jets; and water for public baths will be
supplied at a cost that will place them within reach of all"
streets

lPara

1061.

"By the drainage arrangements there will be provided for
the poorest houses, a sink and drain from beneath the water
tap, a sink and drain from the yard, and a drain from the
converted into a water closet. All cesspools will be
filled up, and each landlord will be called upon to provide a
proper dustbin for the dry refuse of the houses. The general
serverage rate to meet all this will be, for the poorest
houses, one half-penny per week, besides the private

prily,

improvement rate rvhich

will vary

according

to the

condition of each property" [Para 107f.

Mr. Clark concluded that the improvement works could
be funded, within the statutory powers of a Local Board, by
means of a mortgage to be repaid over 30 years at an
interest of S%opr annum. Unfortunately his estimates have

not been found. From such details as are given it appears
that his estimate of the total cost of the improvement works,
including the cost of Private Worksl, was about t20,000

I Not". So-" expluration is necessary ofthe difference between Public and
Private Works. The public *'orks laid rvaler mains and sewers through the

ot
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ffnd that he envisaqed a water rate ofabout I/- in the porrnd
- this cost to be offset by the sale of the sewage as liquid
rnanrrre rvhich should cover 43o/o of the outlay fPara's

how to proceed. However by October thev had decided to
hold an open competition for the lowns improvemenl works
13 l5 Oct.l819l and placed the following advertisements in

r08,109,111.4.

the local and national press

Absent from Mr. Clark's report is anl' estimate of the
rvater requirements of the town. In respect of the drainage
florv he suggests that each house would produce some 3
cubic feet ofsewage per day which he then totals for 2,000
lrouses to be 6,000 cubic feet per day fPara's 98 to 1021.
This is a very meagre quantity for a closeted/ town, being
less than 20 gallons per day for each house, with the total
apparently not including any allowance for surface water
fIow.

The report, although recommending that The Guardians

of the Poor should be representd lPara 831, made no
recommendation as to how the Local Board should be
formed. In the event the General Board decided that the
Local Board should be formed from the town council
without any formal representation from the Guardians. By
so doing no new elections were necessary and the Local
Board could be established by order of the Privy Council.
This came into effect on tlre 5th.September 1849. At first
the town was uncertain as to how to proceed and sought
clarification from The General Board [3 Sept. 18491but by
the end of September the town council had formed itself
into the Warwick Local Board of Health. Henceforth,
unless necessary to mokc a di.fiinction, both the 'Tmtn

Council' and lThe Local Board of Heahh'

will

be

referred to as 'the totw-)
Almost immediately the town found itself having to deal
with an outbreak of Cholera in Saltidord. They took action
to have the strees cleaned and the cesspools emptied daily they also sought to have the cesspools covered with two or
three inches of earth, moss or peat charcoal after being

cleaned [3 Oct. l8a9l. Thq had fires lit in the stre€ts
which were also dressed with lime but it was an engrneer,
working on lhe new railway line to Birmingham, who drew
the towns attention to tle state of Saltisford Brook which,
despite being little more than an open sewer, had been
impounded into a series of stagnant pools [3 Oct.l849l. He
also advised the remedy - to draw the hatches and flush the
brook with water from the canal. These actions, no doubt
assisted by the onset of winter, brought the outbreak under
control.

In respect of the torvns water and drainage. and despite
the long gestation period between the inspectors report and
the establishment of the Local Boar4 the torvn had not
prepared itself for action and indeed was uncertain as to

town. The private works were within the property and connecting it to the
mains. These were the resporsibility of the hotueholder but in his report
lr.'tr. Clark assumed that they would be undertaken by the bcal Board who
rvould then recover their cost by an additional annual charge on rhe propertv.
lhis was. applrently. a new idea.
I ir*ot all to*ns with a good water supply used t'ater closets. Those without,

:

TO CTWL ENGINEERS AND OTHERS
A premium of f,50 uill be awarded by the Local Board
of Health for the best plans and specifications for the
entire drainage and supply of rvaler for the town of
Warwick with an estimate of the probable cost of same
delivered on or before l4th. December.

Concurrently with this the Local Board received a lefter
from a Mr. Pery W. Hewgill rvho had, at his own initiative
re-surveyed parts of the town. He doubted the inspectors
conclusion that the towns best interest would be sewed by
laying the deep drain necessary to carry all ofthe drainage
below the town. He thought this much too expensive and
recommended two oufalls - one above and one below the

town [34

2 Oct. 18491. The torvns opinions

are not

recorded.

Warwick received eight entries in response to the
advertisement. Unfortunately the town decided that no
details would be released to the public and maintained that
secrecy over the next several months. Such records as are
available reveal that they found it necessary to appoint a
"thoroughly qualified engineer to examine the plans" [3 27
Dec. 18491. This was to be a Mr. Dixon of Leamington.
The outcome was that a Mr. w.w.B. Moffatt, of London,
was judged to have submitted the best entry with the
premium being awarded in January of 1850. Even after this
the Local Board refused to release any details to the press or
public. A copy was however forwarded to the Earl's agent
[34 2 Feb.. 1850).

Mr. Dixon was then engaged to prepare detailed plans of
this scheme for submission to The Commissioners. For this
he was paid fl95 - 6s - 11 3/4d. with the plans forwarded
in March 1850 [31.
Nothing of these plans, or the estimated cost, has been
found in the town records, however a set of water and
drainage drawings, dated 1850, amongst the Castle records
[19] are likely to be those produced by Mr. Dixon. These
plans are well drawn and to a scale of about 25 inches to
the mile.

The water supply is shown to be taken from the Avon
above Portobello Bridge from lvhere it is carried in an 18
inch earthenrvare culvert across the meadorvs to an engine
house close by St. John's. From the engine house a 9 inch
rising main carries tlte water to a reservoir in the torvn near
the junction of Priory and Cape Rd. No details of the engine
house, resen'oir or inlel are given and nothing is shorvn as
to holv water rvas to be distributed about the town.

As for drainage the details rvere compler. The to$n was
to have no1 only two oufalls, one above and one belolv the

e.g. N{ancheser, rvere'I Jncloseted'.

a\
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I chain in the lenglhs of some of the
streets. Clearly a nerv survey was necessary and he obtained
a quotation for 'perfectly detailed' plans in the sum of f400
the Board despite the
which he recommended
commissioners clear preference for plans to be drawn by the
found errors of up to

castle, but the drainage from the higher parts of the torn
rvas to be separate from that serving the lower. The Eastern
outfall was to be at Pickard Rd. where two filtering tanks,
one each for the high and low level drains, were to be built

to

just above the river flood level. Then although a drains is
shown flowing West along the Stratford Rd. no details of

Ordinance Surveyr. In the event, and only after much
acrimonious debate, the Ordinance Survey was asked to

that outfall are sholvn. Elsewhere the drainage of the lower
part of Mill St. presented a particular problem as it was
below the level of the town drains. This lvas overcome by
lifting the sewerage, from a loq' level drain, into the higher
town drains part way along Mill St. However no details of
the necessary pump. or bucket, are given.
Throughout the town no levels are shown and the depth
and fall ofthe drains can only be inferred from sections. A
note to the effect that drains were to be laid 9ft. deep was
presumably intended to ensure that the drains would be
below the basements of houses.
These plans together with an estimate of the cost of the
works, and zuch other details as the Local Board thought
necessary, were forwarded to the Commissioners in March
1850. By July they had the Commissioners reply [3]. This
criticised almost every aspect of the proposals before them.

ln particular they found :The sizing of the drains and pipework unsupported by
any calculations.

The proposed use of s€parate high and low level
drains unsatisfactory.
waters unsatisfactory and,
That the water supply should be frltered.

This was not well received precipitating vociferous calls
for the town to withdraw from the Act [34 )7 Aug. 1850].
Such calls were to be often repeated in Warwick and were
also to be made in other towns e.g. Stratford on Avon [27].
However those making such calls faced
serious

a

impediment in that their wishes could only be fulfilled by
the passing of a new Parliamentary Act. For better or worse
the Local Boards rvere there to stay.

By September the Local Board had before them both

a

report frorn Mr. Dixon and a nery, very long, letter from the
commissioners [34 1J Sept. I850l.In his report Mr. Dixon

minirnise the problems identified

by

-

'Crow's Nest' erected on his castle and at first refused
permission [3 Feb.l85l]. By the time that he had been
persuaded otherwise

the 'survey' had made other

arrangements.
The plans were received in November - 3 at fwo feet to the
mile and 17 at 10 feet. [3 5 Nov. ,185/]. The town was well
pleased with these and was soon receiving requests to take
copies which were made by tracing over the originals. This
was hardly satisfactory and the town asked for lithographic
copies but was advised that this was not possible [34 ]3

With the town now fully surveyed there appeared no
im@iment to appointing an engineer but it was not until
February 1852 that tlre town wrcte to the comrnissioners

The proposal to keep the existing drains for surface

to

The survey was undertaken early in the new year (1851)
under the direction of a Captain Beaty. The ltrst task was to
establish suitable triangulation points about the town and a
request was made for the use of Guy's Tower for this
purpose. Lord Warwick was not well pleased with having a

Dec. 185 1) - the 'survey' recommended that they engrave the
plans onto printing plates at an estimated cost of tlO for a 2
ft. sheet or f,20 for l0 ft. - a cost that the town was not
prepared to entertain.

The drawings and details inadequate.

sought

suwey the town.

the

Commissioners which he thought could be overcome with
little difficulty. The commissioners however continued to
insist on the necessity of having accurate large scale plans
of the torvn, with levels, in order to avoid the problems that
had arisen elservhere where the use oflocal plans had led to
the lafing ofdrains that did not carrj'arvay the servage and
drains laid too shallow to drain the basements of the

asking'that they send down a competent engineer to advise
the board as to the necessity and best mode of carrying out

the requirements of the Public Health Act' [34 28 Feb.
18521. In their reply [3 2l Feb. I852lthe commissioners
pointed out that it was not their policy to recommend
engineers for that purpose but indicated that those
appointed as inspectors would be suitable. They did
however continue by drawing the boards attention to the
improvement works recently completed in Rugby, by a Mr.
Rammell, in glowing terms a. The town took the hint and
after inspecting the works at Rugby decided to engage Mr.
Rammell as engineer to the Warwick Local Board of Health

in March 1852 [34 27 ]v[orch 18521.

Mr. Rammell very quickly appraised himself of the state
of the town and by June had advised the Mayor that, in his
opinion, the tovm should get its water from a spring
recently laid bare in the raihvay cutting at Hatton - however
his full report rvas not received until that August.[34 ,/4

Aug.

18521

houses.

By October Mr. Dixon had checked the accuragv of the
exrsting large scale plans of the torvn 134 26 Oct. I8-i0).
Drawn to the large scale of 3 chains to the inch. he had

3 l,ocally draun plans would only be accepled iffint checked lor accrtracy by
the Ordnance Surv'ey.
4 Firs brought into use in 1852 Rugby's waler supply wa-s failing by 1854 the catchment area was said to be too snrall [26].

0t
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THE DRAINAGE WORI(

In his report Mr. Rammell drew the l,ocal Boards

1l Sept. 18581. The works

apparently 134 17 Dec.
l1
miles
of glazed earthenware
included
18531
some
pipework. The river crossing was in cast iron laid on
134

attention to the fact that much of the town was very low
and that the fall of the river from East of the town to below
the castle was less than two feet in the mile - a gradient
quite insuffrcient for the unaided discharge of the sewerage

saddles of cast iron fixed to elm piles. We later learn that it
was necessary to draw a brush through the river crossing to
keep the pipe clear 13 13 Oct. 1868i.

matter.

WATf,RSI]PPLY

He made two suggestions. Firstly that the sewage should
be collected somewhere to the South of the town from
whence it would be pumped to its final outrall or secondly

As noted Mr. Rammell moved swiftly in t}te summer of
1852 to conclude that the preferred source ofwater for the
town was the spring recently exposed in the new railway
cutting at Hatton ll4 Part of serial3fl. However further
enquires found the railway unwilling to let the town have
tleir water - they required it for their own purposes. Mr.
Rammell's second preference was to get water from the
Inchford Brook at }laseley - fintly as the sole source of
water for the town [14 Part of serial 361 but later to

that a main drain should be laid across the meadows from a
l/2 mile below the Emscote Bridge and then
continue Westwards through the gardens below Mill St.,
and through the castle pleasure grounds to an oufall at the
junction of Fishers Brook and tlrc River Avon - the flow to
be assisted by the admission of water from The Avon i.e.

point about

that the main should be continuously flushed with river
water. In this scheme Bridge End, on the South bank, was
to be joined to the main drain by a pipe crossing the river
above the weirs. The drains were to be in g;larrd stoneware
pipes varying from between 7 and 15 inches in diameter for
the street and branch drains with the main drain 18 inches
diameter. The river crossing from Bridge End to be in 18
inch cast iron pipe.

This serond option" estimated to cost f,8,250, was
immediately the preferred option as it avoided the necessity
for pumping whilst permitting the later utilisation of the
sewage numrue should this be profitable. Lord Warwick
was however not pleased to have his pleasure grounds dug
up for the drainage works [34 18 Sept. 18521znd also being

sewage mannre on his land
suggested that the main drain should run througb the castle
park. If the town would then build a sewage collection tank
on his land he would undertake to keep this clean and pay a
fair price for the mamre. This plan was not unreasonable
for there was already the intention of connecting Bridge
End to the town by means of a river crossing - to nrn the
main drain South of the river it was only necessary to
reverse the flow in this drain. However it would still be
necessary to retain the oufall into Fishem Brook to serve
the needs of that part of the town, West and North of the
town centre, that naturally drained below the Castle.

keen

to make use of the

It was this modified scheme that was built between 1856
and 1858 concurrently with the water works that arc
described in the following section. The drains were laid at a
sufficient depth to allow the cotgrcction of closets installed
in the basements of the houses5 but were not intended to
drain the basements or take any oth$ waters 134 17 Jan.
18511 despite the inspectors recommendation that some of
the street drains should be so connected {18 Para 951.
Nevertheless surface waters were being diverted into the
drains, at Emscote, very soon after the work was complete

5 The basemerrl of one house in West Streel occupied by a Mr. Brown was
belowthe drain 134 17 Jan. 18571.

supplement the water that he believed would be surplus the

railways requirement from the spring in Hatton Cutting [14
391. He was also asked to consider the use of springs
at Shrewly - which he found small and feeding the Inchford
Brook above Haseley Mill [3 3 Nov. ]8521' and Pinley - the
waters of which he found hard and expensive to exploit due
to the distance from the town and the necessity for both a
deep cutting, to take water to the town, and a large stomge
reservoir, of 20 million gallons capacity, to store water for
use in dry weatlrcr when the flow was low [14 Serial 4fl.

Serial

The Haseley Scheme was for a time the towns preferred
option and Mr. Rammell lost no time in having drawings,
specifications and draft advertisemenb drawn up despite
having no agreed site for the necessary reservoir. Howwer
this scheme eventually foundered on the towns failure to
agrce compensation-with those who had rights to the water
below Haseley Mill.o

Mr. Rammell did not abandon his hope to persuade the
railway company to allow the town the use of its surplus
water until June 1853 but then presented the town with
some very different proposals. These were to obtain water
from the red sandstone rock below the tonn by means of a
deep borehole ll4 Serial 4fl. This water was then to be
pumped into a water tower, in the to$n centre' which
would have a suffrcient capacity to maintain the supply
when the pumping engines were shut down at night. He
estimated the cost of these works at f,18,000 with annual
costs of f350. This brought Mr. Rammell's estimate of the
whole works (water and drainage) lo f26,250 which the
council believed it could fund at 4Vop.a. over 30 years with
a water rate of l/6d in the pound. In the event the town
sought approval to borrow f29,000 - a sum no doubt
intended to cover not only the cost ofthe works but also the

6 Under rh" 1848 aa l,ocal Boards had compulsory powers only within their
districts. lf water was to be brought from Haseley they would require either
the voluntary agrernent of all the landowners and all those with water rights
below the mill - erlending certainly as far as Kenilworth and perhaps, in the
ligtrt of events some 20 vears laler- down the Avon as far as Saxon Mill - or
new padiamentary powers.
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- which was
on the 25 th. August [3, 34 3 Sept. 18531.
Meanwhile the towns attention had been engaged in the
selection of sites for the pumping station and the water
engineers fees and other necessary expenses

granted

torver whilst Mr. Rammell had been asked to advise on the
advantage ofjoining with L'Spa on improvement works. On

this Mr. Rammell thought the 'savings slight' and that 'it
would not be possible to accommodate the wash houses [34
13 Aug. 18531.'Unfortunately no further details are given
but the reference is noteworthy being the only indication
that the provision of heated public wash houses was ever
considered by the town.

Mr. Rammell's preferred site for the pump house was
close under the town along Old Park Lane (now Cape Rd.)
with the water tower at the corner of Priory Park nearest to
the town centre [3 ]3 Jne. 1853, 14 Serial 32 & 451. For
unknown reasons these were found unsuitable. Two other
sites for the pump house were then considered - the first on
charity land between Coventry Rd. and Packmore Lane and
then, after objectiogs from residents not wishing to s€e 'a
smoking chimney', / to a I 1/2 acre site adjoining the canal
in the ownership of the Earl of Warwick [3 11 Oct. 1853].

By the end of September the town was able to advertise
for tenders for the water supply and drainage works which,
with but one exception, were placed in the first quarter of

funds could be raised privately, from insurance companier
or on less favourable terms from the Loan Commrssioners.o
Seeking first to raise finance privately the town had, by
April 1854, unsuccessfully approached sixteen leading
insurance companies [34 ]5 April 18541 with a view to
borrowing €29,000. They found two problems - firstly that
they had no assets to mortgage and secondly that the
insurance companies took the revenue base to be not that of

the whole district but only that part of it rvhich would
benefit from the proposed works. This was the so called
'special district' with a value of only f27,626. By necessity
the town turned to the loan commissioners and obtained a
loan of g29,O0A repayable over 20 years at an interest rate
of 5o/opa I j May 18541. Even then the town was finding

the value of the tenders received

to high and was

instructing Mr. Rammell to reduce costs to not more tJnn
526,000 excluding land, engineers and inspectors fees, and
land charges. I34 13 May 18541. However, by August, the
General Board had come to recognise that their lmn
approval exceeded the value of the special district and
reduced their approval accordingly [34 12 Aug.l854]. Tbe
town had no option but to make further savings and
instructed Mr. Rammell to further reduce the value of the
works which were not to exceed L24,A00. This he agreed to
do'without in any way impairing the efficienry' 15 I0 Aug.
1854,34 I2 Aug. 18541.

How the savings were achiwed is not recorded but the
for economy very likely contributed to the

1854.

necessity
The well, which was to be 12 in. dia. and up to 400 ft.
Mr. Robert Paten (see appendix

zubsequent engineering problems.

deep, was to be sunk by a

6). Unfortunately althouglr water was found it was of
indifferent quality and in quantity much less than the town
required 134 17 March /8551. Mr. Rammell was keen to go
deeper in search of good water, but the town was reluctant
to enter into new contracts without some greater assurance
of water being found. To this end they sought to obtain the
advice of an 'eminent geologist or mining engineer' [3 28
May 18551. They obtained the services of a Mr. Ramsay

who had recently completed a geological survey of
Warwickshire. His report was not favourable. Warwich
lying about l/2 mlle East of a fault, he thought that
although going deeper might find more water this was
unlikely to be of better quality than that found so far. The
town also had a report from the town's surveyor 134 2 June.
1E551 suggesting

that the Red Sandstone might not be

found'under a distance of 1,100 feet'. With this advice the
town was reluctant to proceed with the bore being finally
abandoned in July 1855 [3]. The towns last option was to
take water from the Avon but with the costs already
incurred the towns financial position was becoming critical.
By statute local boards were able to borrow up to the total
rack rent (rateable value) of their district with the loan to be
repaid in not more than 30 years. In the case of Warwick
the total rack rent was a little over f,30,000. In principal

7 Warq'ick residents had already prevailed upon the railr*'av comDanv to erect
rvooden screens along the new railway line to Bham.

When the works were complete the town lost no time in
re-mortgaging their debts at 4 ll4yo interest over 27 years

(30 yean from the date of the original loan) with the
Economic Life Assurance Society 134 24 Dec 18581.

Almost simultaneously with the abandonment of the bore
the town found that the partnership between Messrs
Rammell and Lister was tb be dissolved. From the ensuring
debate it is clear that the town had not, up to then, entered
into any formal agrcement with the engineers as regards to
their fees. Mr. Lister offered his services to complete the
works, which by then were at a complete standstill, on the
following terms. f,1,000 to be paid in settlement of all past
engineering fees with a further f,800, inclusive of all
expenses but exclusive of the costs of employing a clerk of
works, to be paid on completionl34 18 Aug. /855, 5 6 Aug.
18551. This was agreed.
It was then necessary to obtain a suitable site for the
waterworks which would draw water from the river and
pump to the water tower in the town. The site selected was
at Emscote, above Portobello Bridge (GR 301658) some

8 An altemate way of providing water and drainage to a district was to have
these provided by a privale company, or companieg who would complete the
worlc a1 no cost to the local board - indeed many private undertakings predate
the passing ofthe public health legislation. Such arrangemants freed the local
boards from seeking the commissioners approval and were a means by which
works with a ereater cost than permitted by the statutorv constraints could be
undertaken.
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I l/2 miles East of the town. By late November trial borings
had shown the site to be suitable for the proposed works

had intended to have this in some architecturallv pleasing
design but the town found this to be too ornate for its tastes

it

should be

in plain brickwork [3

and negotiations were entered into with the Earl of
Warwick not only to obtain the land but also the right to

Aprit

abstract up to 200,000 gallons of water a day from the river
[5 26 Nov. 1855]. The Earl's right to grant, or to impose
conditions, on the abstraction of water from the river was

Advertiser was reporting the progress
follows:-

apparently not questioned and the agreement entered into
inctuaeO

for a penalty of 2l6d- to be paid for each 1,000

sallons bv which the abstraction exceeded 200'000 gallons

i.r

auvgitol. In this matter the Earl's concern was that

reducing the river flow would cause a nuisance by exposing
the river bed opposite the casfle. In the end agreement was
reached only after the Earl had been assured that not only
rvas the proposed rate of abstraction 'not one fiftieth part of
the flow past the castle'but that with the towns drainage to

be discharged downstream the river water quality would
improve and not deteriorate.

1856 finally saw the improvement works sta(ed. By May
the commissioners to the general board had sanctioned the
revised works and the loan commissioners had agreed to
advance the necessary funds - the town had also agreed

terms with the Earl of Warwick over the waterworks site
and the abstraction of water although the documents would
not be signed for some time.

The town lost no time in resurrecting the suspended
contracts for the supply of materials and in appointing
James Marriot for the civil engineering works. To supervise
the works they appointed a Chief, and Deputy.
Superintendent of Works at, respectively, salaries of 12 and
8 gns per month 133 7 Jne. 18561.

By October the works were well under way with

the

and instructed that

of the

works

tolcr n'as complctc - so far as thc bricku'ork u'as
conccrncd - somc wrcks ago, and thc iron tank upon its
summit is nolv in course of construction. The height of the
tolver is fifty feet tlnee and one half inches; and the tank
u'as capacious enough to hold nearly 60,000 gallons of
steam complled Avon.

in

We fear the structure may be a water tower

paylng beholders."

The public improvement works were substantially
complete by the end of 1857. The pumps were first run in
January 1858 when t}re water tower was filled in two hours
seek
[33 9 Jan. /858]. Only then [33 16 Jan-] did the town
tenders for the private improvement works which would
bring water and drainage into the houses - work ex?ected to
be finished in 30 months but which was still incomplete 15
years later 133 16 July 1870 & 13 Sept. 18731.
The formal completion of the improvement works took
place in July 1858 wheq without fanfare or public
€remony, the town took over the pumping engines from
the contractor.

PROBLEMS
pleased with its new water
wzls
soon to change. The first
this
but
drainage
and
supply

At first the town was well

tower some 50 feet which he estimated would cost an
additional f,1,400 but that it could be raised some 20 feet
for about f250 [33 14 Feb. 1S5n - even this the torvn could

cons€quent deterioration in the quality ofthe supply'

9 When the agreement to abstract watEr from the River Avon rvas renegotiated
in 1867 the Earl sought to include a clause to the effect that abstraction of
water over 200,000 gillors per day would be entirely at his discretion i'e he
would very likely refuse such permission when the river was low' However
clue to some confusion this was not included in the final agreemenl rvhich
apparently allorved the town to abstract any quantily of water rvithout the
Earlts permission and with the penalty for exceeding 200.000 gallons per day
re<luced

to

1i

-d. lor every 1,000 gallons [34 ] 8 Mtty

1

86

']

the

additional sense of drawing water from the eyes of the rate

problem was the poor quality

The most prominent of the new improvement rvorks in
the town rvas the water tower (GR 281650) The engineers

as

"Thc

reservoir and two filter beds at Emscote nearing completion
and the water tower started t33 1S Oct 18561but the town
had still not finished with meddling with the works then in
hand. Firstly members were distressed to discover that the
lvater pressure would be insufficient to fight fires in the
upper floors of the highest houses in the town 13 9 Dec
1856, 33 17 Jan. 1857f. Mt. Lister advised that to fight
such fires it rvould be necessary to raise the height of the

not afford. Then olhers discovering that they rvould not be
allowed to drain their basements sought to have the design
clranged but without success 133 17 Jan- 1857f .

11

The result was the monolithic monstrositY that
survived into the 20C t201. By August 1857 the Warwick
18511.

of the water. This

was

unavoidable given the state of the flyer and the very simple
filtration used at the water *orkslO however this was at
first masked by the exploitation of small spring

a

discovered during constmction of the works 133 17 July

lS5Sl. By using this spring water it was, at first,
unnec€ssary to use any river water but as the demand
increased more and more river \ilater was used with

Then it was found thit the taps ran dry soon after the
pumps stopped in the evening - the water tower did not
irold suffrcient water to meet the overnight demand' This

from several very different, but often
Firstly tlre town stopped the engines
problems.
interrelated
pumping. Thus the water in the
hours
15
at 9 pm. after only
the towns needs for hours,
supply
to
tower was expected
between 9 and l0 pm''
high
demand
of
including the hour
had
been the engineers
that
hours
8
night
rather than the
was very much
lvater
for
demand
intention. Then the

problem arose

t

l0

in-.p".tor had recommended that a reservoir, holding 30 days water' be
was
provided to avoid taking in river water when i1 was badly polluted' This
not builr.
-I-he
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higher than expected. Intended to provide the town with a
constant supply of water the demand was not expected to
exceed 250.0009pd. but by 1863, with the water on for only
15 hours each day. about 263,000gpd. was being supplied
with the overnight demand, when experimentally kept on,

not falling below 4,000Cph.[31. This was partly due to
leakage, some wooden water pipes had been retaind and
partly to deliberate waste although the failure to make any
allowance for industrial demand, street or garden watering
contributed to the problem.
The primary sourc€ of deliberate waste was the practice of
continuously flushing water closets. This had its origins in
a drainage problem. For whatever reason the engineers

intention to ventilate the drains through '122 Cast Iron

Mr. Lister [4 Jan. and Feb. ]860, 10 Jan. 186Al lt is not
known how this rnatter was resolved but there are no
reports of freezing pipes after the winter of 1860/61.
Curiously no blame seems to have been directed against
either The Chief Superintendent of Works or his Deputy for
their faihne to ensure that the works were carried out in
accordance with the specification.
In January 186 I the town found itself without water, for I
day, when the water works were inundated by flood water
{3 5 Jan /86/l.This was to be only the first of many similar
ocqurences. Then in March the pipework sewing the water
tower failed and for several days the water was only to be
on between the hours of 7 to l0 am and 3 to 6 p.m. [33 9

Gratings over Vertical Pipes' [14] was not carried out. This
resulted in the drains becoming pressurised - sometimes
sufficiently to blow gasses tlrough the closet water traps
133 14 March 18741. The response of householders so
affected was to continuously flush their closets. This was
easily done for most of the town had the very cheapest type

March I86ll.

of closet the Tlopper Closet'. This type had a plain
truncated bowl that was flushed by a opening a manual

carrying boats and fish into the meadows where, to the
great enjoyment of many, the fish were gathered up by
hand. This is all very humorously reported in the Warwick
Advertiser of 22May 1869.

stool cock connected d*g,ty to the mains. The stool cock
would automatically close when the hand was removed but
it was very easy to prop it open with a brick, or to tie it up
with a string

The waste of water was of course considerable and the

it discovered
wasting water. However it was another 20 years before the
town undertook to ventilate the sewers and remove stool
town sought to identif and prosecute those

cocks.

The shortage of water at night was not only an
inconvenience to the people of Warwick but it also left the
town without water for fire fighting. Thus it became the
practice to turn the water off at 9p.m. in,order to keep a
reserve for this purpose 16 20 Dec. 18601.1 |
Then the winter of 1859i60 found much of the town,
including all of the Saltisford, New Road, Water Cart Lane,
Priory Rd. and The Cape, without water when the mains
froze. The problem was repeated the following winter when
many houses were without water for several weeks. This led
to a ratepa.vers revolt and the town found it necessary to
anange for men to carry water, in buckets, about the town
[33 I2Jan. 186ll
The problem was caused by much of the pipework being
- some had only 10" or 12* of
cover. As the specification had called for all water pipework
to be laid 2I" below the surface 12 legal notices were served
against the contractors - James Marmot - and the engineer -

laid at to shallow a depth

In

1869, following difficulties with keeping the drain

under the canal at Emscote clear, it was decided to install a
new brick, egg sha@, sewer. Unfortunately, on the 16

May, the works caused the canal embankment to fail

The canal was closed from the 16 May until the lst. June.

The town accepted firll responsibility for all losses which
appear to have eventually exceeded f,1,200. Of this total
f,800 was paid to the canal company 13 lI May 1869,241
with smaller sums to boat owners and others. Why no
responsibility lay with the contractor is not explained.

Similar problems of repeated blockage were

also

experienced along the other main drain running west from
the tovrn. In 1872 the surveyor reported finding up to 13
inches of deposits in the 18 inch drain - deposits which
included many large stones that he thought likely to have
been left in the pipe by th-e original contractors [33 25 Mry
I872l.To clean this drain recourse was made to the newly
acquired steam fire engine. The drain was opened wery 60
yards or so and after pulling a rope through the main was
flushed clear by a water jet from the fire hose.

Not having a constant supply of water was a

great

inconvenience to the town. Early risers would leave for
work before the water was on and many would be about

long after the water was off for the night. Thus several
times the hours of supply were varied in attempts to
minimise the inconvenience at least cost but always the
hours of supply were to revert to 6 am. and 9pm. By the
1870's the to$n was pumping as much water as it could,
some 350,0009 during the day, and still there was very little

water

in the tank when the pumps

stopped 133 5 Aprl

r 8731.
I I It was much later pointed orrt
[34 ] 6 Dec. /87-1 I that the quantity of waler
required to recharge the mains was so large that very little, if any. was
ayailable for fire fighting until the pumps started.
lz ltlod.* praclice requires rvater pipervork to be laid al a deplh of3 ft. (900
mnr; for proiection agains frost.
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THE SEWERAGE IMPROVEMENT WORKS

Warwick, apparently, never considered excluding
fiom the drains but determined to provide itself
with a Sewage lrrigation Farm. A comrnittee of the Local
Board then enquired into the practices of other towns and
sewage

With few exceptions the sanitary improvement works of
the mid l9C discharged raw, or only partially treated
s€wage into rivers or other watercourses. The consequent
gross pollution of many inland waterways was apparently
not of any initial concern to the sanitary reformers who
although promoting the utilisation of the solid matter as
manure did so for its economic benefit in defraying the cost

of the works not in order to

reduce river pollution.

Inevitably those downstream of the sewage outralls were not
best pleased with the new arrangements and put much
pressure on the towns to clean up their act. Whist Warwick
sought to reduce pollution from Coventry, Kenilworth and
Leamington Spa it,was itseH being preszurised by the
residents of Barford. I r

By 1865 things were coming to a head and Warwick
joined others to petition parliament for the early passage of
an act for facilitating the more usefirl application of sewage
maintaining that nothing could be done without additional
powers [3 2 March 1865]. Although this act was passed in
the summer of 1865 it appears not to have given any g eater
powers to Local Boards - to the contrary it provided nerr
opportunities for complairnnts to prosecute over discharges.
Be that as i1 may many in the town were strongly against
the expensel4 of cleaning the discharges and it was only
the determination of a Miss Ryland to have the nuisance
abated that forced the town to act [33 14 April 18661.

visited works at Rugby, Stroud and Croydon. They were not
favourably impressed with the works that used chemical

precipitation and recommended that the town adopt

a

system similar to the recently completed works at Croydon
where up to 5,000,000 gallons of sewage effluent were
treated each day first by a clay filter bed and then by land

irrigation with the liquor flowing to the land

in

open

trenches regulated by float and stop gates. They reported
that ice was no problem in winter as the temperature of lhe
inlet was between 50 and 56oF. with the outlet never falling

below 33oF. The new works had apparently cost about
€5000 and the sale ofmanure, at l/- per cartload, produced
a revenue of f300 to t400 per annum. They also reported
that previous attempts at chemical precipitation had proven
unsuccessfirl costing between f,300 and f,400 per annum [3
13 Feb. 1866,33 I7 Feb. l866,ILl.

The engineer for the Croydon works that had so
impressed the committee was a Mr. Latham and it is
therefore no surprise to find that it was he who was
appointed to be engineer for the Warwick Sewage
Improvements. He worked very quickly, too quickly, to
complete his first r€port on the 15 May 1866 IIl, 33 I0
Sept. 1866l.In this he reported that lhere was not sufficient

fall in the land away from Warwick to operate a

sewage

farm entirely by gravity flow - pumping would be necessary.

The technolory of the day provided few options for the
abatement of sewage pollution. Those that could discharged
their sewage into the sea, or at least (e.g. London) into a
large estuary, whilst some inland towns, e.g. Birmingham
after the Great Stink of l87l [32], sought to exclude sewage
from the drains by the trvin track approach of encouraging
the use of earth closets whilst penalising the users of water
closets. Otherwise arrangements would be made to separate
solids from the liquor - the solids to be composted with
street sweepings and the liquor used to irrigate the land.
Within these general principals several lariations were to

be found. Some recommended deep flooding of the land

followed

by

cultivation, others intermiftent shallow

irrigation or furrowing the land with crops grown on the
crests above the irrigation level [29]. The manure would be
collected by simple settlement and./or frltration sometimes

in so called deodorising
some towns, e.g. Coventry, the liquid rnamre
would be mechanically compressed into a cake for easier
transport.
assisted by chemical precipitation

tanks.

In

13 The original dlainage works in Warwic-li included fwo filtering tanks on
Lord Warwick's land From these he took as much manure as he required
letting all surplus. and all ofthe liquor, pass through to the river outfall.
It
The slatulory constraints on borrowing that would have made it impossible
to contemplate any additional capilol works a few years earlier had been eased
try the l-ocal Govemment Act of 1858 which allowed increased borrowings
approved b1' a 'provisional order'.

if

For this purpose he favoured water power and proposed
taking over the Castle Mill for this purpose. The two main

drains would

be brought together in a

covered

reservoir/filter close to the mill from which the manure
would be taken away by road. For the pumping engine he
recommgnded the use of a Wrought Iron Poncelet Water
Wheell5 working a number of pumps according to the
demand. As he was expecting only to run &e pumps during
the day he thought that power would be available at night to
run a mrn mill. The report continued to recommend the
installation of an auxiliary steam pump for use during
exccssive flood or drought or to supplement the power of
the wheel for raising storm water.

He further recommended that the town should obtain
between 100 and I lOa ofland for the sewage farm either on
the Banbury Road or on The Common and concluded with
costing several alternate schemes the least expensive of
which was f5917 and the most expensive f,6817 excluding
compensation for the land, property to be taken and all
rururing costs. In both cases the cost would be offset by the
revenue from the expecled sales of650 tons ofhay which at
f,3 per ton would produce a revenue of f,1.950 p.a.

15 A Poncelet Wate. Wheel was a new form of breast shot water wheel that
by employing shaped buckets greatly improved the elliciency.

a\
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These rvere unrealistic proposals for the Earl of Warwick
lvas unlikely to accept the construction of a sewage tank
under the Castle wall.

Mr. Latham was therefore asked to come up wtth new and
l2 Jne. 18661.

less expensive proposals 13

Meantime the town sought about l00a of land for a
sewage farm somewhere to the West of the town and found

l,ord Dormer willing to lease land on Gog Bridge Farm
(GR SP2663) between the Hampton on the Hill and
Stratford Roads. A suitable site for a pumping station was
found on the West bank of Fishers Brook where it joined
the River Avon (GR SP27'7630). The existing drains would
then be exlended from their present outfalls to the new
pumping station. This was all agreeable to Lord Warwick,
who used the manure from the present tanks, so long as he
retained the right to fill these 12 times a year 13 12 Jne.
r8661.

The estimated value of the works was J9,000 with annual
exp€nses off,1,550. The sale ofcrops was expected to bring
in about f,1,950 p.a.

Application was promptly made to the Secretary of State

for approval to bonow t8912-tl-7d for this work. This
was granted in January of 1867 on receipt of which the
town sought to fund the new works by a combination of
new borrowing and the re-mortgaging of the outstanding
debt in the sum off,30,000 to be repaid over 50 years [3 12

Feb. 1867]. This was unsuccessful and it was not until
April 1867 that a new mortgage, for less than [9,000, was
apparcntly arranged with Messers Ryland and Mashincan
13 9 April 18671although it was later said to be with a Mr.
Dixon.

Due for completion on the lst. February 1868 the works
were not finished until late July. Although the full reasons
for the delay are not known it seems that the excavations at

the pumping station had to be deeper than originally

In his first

of the towns needs Mr. Latham
had assumed that the sewage flow would b€ 500,000
gallons per day (gpd) but gaugrng's in early September
assessment

found the flow to average 950,0009pd. Whatever the reason
for the higher flow the effect was to cause Mr. Latham to
double the size of the pumping engines from 15 IIP to 30
HP and to recommend that the town find 2004 of land for

lll

2nd. Reportl. This advice wasn't very well
received and following new gauging's in the second week of
October that showed a reduced average flow of743,0009pd.

the farm

Mr. Latham reluctantly conceded that 1004 would probably
do. Subsequently the design flow (dry weather flow) was
taken to be 700,000 gpd. and the storm flow to be 'as much
as the existing sewers will convey'.

In his third and final, report, of October 1866 [11], the
to have duplicate separation and
cleaning (tanks) to keep back the crudest portions from the
pumps and from being applied to the land. The Stratrord
Road oufall was to be extended to the pumping station by a
new 18" earthenware pipe whilst the Castle Park oufall
would be brought across the river in a 24" Cast Iron pipe
laid beneath the bed of the river.16 T*o 25 IIP. condensing
beam engines would pump the liquor through a 16" rising
main to the farm. A single engine would pump the dry
weather flow in the normal working hours of an engine
driver (12 hours) whilst two engines would raise all the
pumping station was

sewer water that could be conveyed by the existing sewers.
The pumping head was calculated to be 80 ft.

Mr. Latham separately confirmed that the engines would
be of a simple design - the town had enough of the
complicated gearing at the water works. The town was also

showing an interest

in the 'new apparatus for the

consumption of smoke'

ll4 Serial

31, 33

l6 lulay I 8681.

intended with consequent delays and escalation of the cosl.
By August the original loan had been exhausted with the
contractors still owed some f,3,000. Not all of this deficit
was additional construction costs for the delay in irrigating
the land had lost much of that summers crop and the value
of what had been produced had been geatly depressed by
the 'prejudice against s€wage crops' [3 ]3 Aug. 1868,
LlReport on Completion Sept. 18691.

The fields, which were drained by ditches, were to be
inigated by sewage liquor in rotation - 1/l0th. of the land
to be under inigation at any time - with the liquor passing
over two fields before draining away from the sewage farm.
The main crop was to be grass which was to be cut and sold
as fodder. Milan Rye Grass was particularly recommended
for this purpose as the foliage was not burnt by contact with
sewage liquor. One third of the land was to be broken up
each year and intercroped with vegetables chosen on the
basis of matching the chemical composition, of the mature

crop, with the minerals found in the soil and liquor on a
proportionate basis [l Report on Completion Sept. 18691.
These fields, presumably, not hing able to receive sewage
until the crop was well grown and the tender parts clear of
the ground.

The town had expected to be able to lease the sewage
farm as a going concern and indeed advertised for tenders
on the 23rd. May 1868 [33, 15] with the operation of the
farm described thus :-

"The tenant shall at all times pass the sewage over not
less than two plots of land in succession, or more if
found necessary in order to complete the purification - "
"The sewage to be delivered on the land daily free of
expense to the tenant."

"The tenant shall at his own option, break up the land
and cultivate with sewage any crop he chooses provided
that such portion of land broken up shall not, at any
time, exceed one forth of the whole area."

*ill

16 h
be recalled thal the original river crossing above the weir, was 18"
dia. and carried on piles belorv the surface.
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We do not have the capacity of the receiving well
but, no doubt, Mr. Latham intended that this should be
suffrcient to hold the overnight arisings below. the inlet.
However the inlet was regularly covered overnight with the
sewers backing up for a great distance towards the town.
This was clearly both bad practice and a public health risk
to the exlent that the Prily Councils Medical Offrcer not

Nothing was to come of this and in August they appointed
a Mr. Clifford. of Westgate Lodge, as superintendent of the
farm. Mr. Clifford, with much experience of irrigation in
India and elsewhere 13 I1 Aug. 18d81 held differing views
to Mr. Latham on how the farm should be run. Apparently
he wished to irrigate the land by flooding with liquor.
Unfortunately it is not known which view prevailed.

only commented adversely upon this but also sought to have
this remedied by either increasing the capacity of the well
or by longer hours of pumping 133 18 Nov. 1871 & 14
March 1874 (Quoting Dr. Buchanon's 1870 report)1. The
town would have non of this and when; how or whether this
problem was ever overcome is not lmown.

The town. given to expect a profit from the farm, soon
found the opposite to be the case. This was partly due to the
land being overloaded - Mr. Latham's advice to obtain 2004
being eventually shown to be about right - and partly to
some of the land being very heavy and not free draining - a
problem exacerbated by the apparent failure to install sub
surface drainage. To overcome tiese problems it was
necessary to have more land and in l87l the sewage farm

It is not known how the settling tanks were emptied but
the settlings were apparently o composted with sueet
to
sweepings before use as manure.

was extended to cover 85 ^ ['7 ]4 March & t I April lS7ll
and subsequently 3 and 4 inch field drains were laid [2 ,13

Oct.

When negotiating the lease of the land for the pumping
station Lord Warwick had asked that the tanks be covered.
This was unacceptable to the town who believed that no

18741.

In 1875 an offer was received from the Warwick
lrrigation and Dairy Co. Ltd. to lease 1804 of irrigated land
at f3 per acre they to pay all tithes, rates etc. provided that
the town agreed to pump tlte sewage at their own expense.
The town then paying only f2 - 19 - 0d. for the land and
the revenug from the sale ofproduce often not covering the
.*p"nr"rl7 this offer was well received. Howwer the town
held only l35a of land. In the months that followed the
town negotiated a new lease, on l80a of land, with Lord
Dormer and by February 1876 [2] was ready to complete
the deal. The course of zubsequent wents is not clear - if
The Warwick Irrigation and Dairy Co. Ltd. wer took over
the running of the sewage farm the enterprise did not last
long for by 1880 [7] the farm was under their direa control.

offence would arise. However the final agreement
apparently included a clause to the effect that the tanks
would be covered if this was found to be necessary. In
September 1867 Lord Warwick did complain of the
nuisance and asked that the filters be covered. This
bacldred for the town was able to point out that the tanks
only held stagnant water at that time and that the nuisance
complained of probably came from the brook [33 ]4 Sept.
1864.

Concurrently with these works the town took the fint
imprwing the drains when ventilators were
fitted every 100 yds. along the drain from West St. [33 8
Aug. 18681. Little, or no, further progrcss was made until
1874 when under pressure from Dr. Wilson, the Medical
Officer, and the Local Governrnent Board [33 14 Jne. ]873,
14 March & 18 April 187,41 the town had before them a
steps towards

The farm continued to be unprofitable and after much
procrastination the town finally decided to adopt another of
Mr. Latham's recommendations - to stock the farm with
cattle and pigs. The funding for this was approved, by
Whitehall, on 14 Dec. 1880 [9] in a complicated agreement
with items for buildings, stocking etc. each with a different
repayment p€rid e.g. that part of the loan approved for the
purchase of stock was to be repaid in two years when the

report on the work required

[2 12 May 1874\. T\e

proposals were to provide a 3 ft. squre brick manhole,
covered with a Cast lron Open Grating, at every junction
and a 9 in. air shaft at every dead end. In all a total of44
manholes and 47 air shafts being required at an estimated
cost of f,364. It was also recommended that soil pipes, at the
rvater closets, should have an open ended continuation

animals were sold-

the connection to the pan. The principal
recommendations were adopted with the necessary
contracts being let in July [8]. The work apparently also
included arrangements for flushing the sewers 133 18 July
I874lbul it is not known whether the proposed changes to
the water closets were proceeded with.

above

The pumping station was on a triangular piece of land
about 9 x 5 chains, North and West of the conlluence of the
River Avon and Fishers Brook (GR 277630). Facilities
included an Engine House, cottages for the foreman and
engineer and two settling beds divided by a large perforated
wooden screen to separate the solid from the liquid
rnatter.[33 8 Aug. 18681,4, well was also sunk for the use of
the trvo cottages but this was reported to be a failure[33 16
Mav 18681. Later an 18 ft. deep receMng well is referred to
rvith the sewer entering 10 ft. below the surface [33 ]8 l'lov.

In order to minimise nuisance. the vents being at street
level, the hrst gratings were fitted with charcoal 'stench

18 Thi. ir inl'ened fiom the practice at Croydor4 reported at the l,eamington
Sewerage Conference Oct. 1866, a report in the Warwick Advertiser of 8
Aug. 1868 that'space (was) reserved to deposit settlings and street sweepings'

17 Frorn March 1867 to September 1872 the servage farm had shorvn a total
profil off,36 - 6 - 5d. from an exporditure of€505'l - I0 - 6d. [34 ]] Oct-

and anolher of 27 April 1872 to the effect that the refuse was left, on the
border ofthe beds. tbr six months.

I 87 21.
12
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These rvere unrealistic proposals for the Earl of Warwick
tvas unlikely to accept the construction of a sewage tank
under the Castle wall.

Mr. Latham was therefore asked to come up with new and
l2 Jne. 18661.

less ex?ensive proposals 13

Meantime the town sought about l00a

of land for

a

sewage farm somewhere to the West of the town and found

Lord Dormer willing to lease land on Gog Bridge Farm
(GR SP2663) befween the Hampton on the Hill and
Stratford Roads. A suitable site for a pumping station was
found on the West bank of Fishers Brook where it joined
the River Avon (GR SP277630). The existing drains would
then be extended from their present outfalls to the new
pumping station. This was all agreeable to Lord Warwick.
who used the manure from the present tanks, so long as he
retained the right to fill these 12 times a year [3 12 Jne.
r8661.

The estimated value of the works was f,9.000 with annual
exp€nses off,1,550. The sale ofcrops was expected to bring
in about [1,950 p.a.

Application was promptly made to the Secretary of State
for approval to borrow t8912-ll-7d for this work. This
was granted in January of 1867 on receipt of which the
town sought to fund the new works by a combination of
new borrowing and the re-mortgaging of the outstanding
debt in the zum of f,30,000 to be repaid over 50 years [3 12
Feb. 1867f. This was unsuccessful and it was not until
April 1867 that a new mortgage, for less than f,9,000, was
apparently arranged with Messers Ryland and Mashincan
13 9 April186ll although it was later said to be with a Mr.
Dixon.
Due for completion on the lst. February 1868 the works
were not finished until late July. Although the full reasons
for the delay are not known it seems that the excavations at

the pumping station had to be deeper than originally
In his first assessment of the towns needs Mr. Latham
had assumed that the sewage flow would be 500,000
gallons per day (gpd) but gauging's in early September
found the flow to average 950,0009pd. Whatever the reason
for the higher flow the effect was to cause Mr. Latham to
double the size of the pumping engines from 15 HP to 30
HP and to recommend that the town find 2004 of land for

lll

2nd. Reportl. This advice wasn't very well
received and following new gauging's in the second week of

the farm

October that showed a reduced avemge flow of 743,0009pd.
Mr. Latham reluctantly conceded that 1004 would probably
do. Subsequently the de.sigr flow (dry weather flow) was
taken to be 700,000 gpd. and the storm flow to be 'as much
as the existing sewers will convey'.

In his third" and final, re,port" of October 1866 [11], the
pumping station was to have duplicate separation and
cleaning (tanks) to keep back the cmdest portions from the
pumps and from being applied to the land. The Straford
Road

oufall was to be extended to the pumping station by

a

new 18" earthenware pipe whilst the Castle Park outlall
would be brought across the river in a 24n Cast Iron pipe
laid beneath the bed of the river.16 Trro 25 HP. condensing
beam engines would pump the liquor through a 16" rising
main to the farm. A single engine would pump the dry
weather flow in the normal working houn of an engine
driver (12 hours) whilst two engines would raise all the
sewer water that could be conveyed by the existing sewers.
The pumping head was calculated to be 80 ft.

Mr. Latham separately confirmed that the engines would
be of a simple design - the town had enough of the
complicated gearing at the water works. The town was also

showing an interest

in the 'new apparatus for

consumption of smoke'
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intended with consequent delays and escalation of the cost.
By August the original loan had been exhausted with the
contractors still owed some f,3,000. Not all of this deficit
was additional construction costs for the delay in irrigating
&e land had lost much of that sunmers crop and the value
of what had been produced had been greatly depressed by
the 'prejudice against s€wage crops' [3 13 Aug. 1868,
llReport on Completion Sept. 18691.

The fields, which were drained by ditches, were to be
irrigated by sewage liquor in rotation - l/lfth- of the land
to be under inigation at any time - with tlre liquor passing
over two fields before draining away from the sewage farm.
The main crop was to be grass which was to be cut and sold
as fodder. Milan Rye Grass was particularly recommended
for this purpose as the foliage was not burnt by contact with
sewage liquor. One third of the land was to be broken up
each year and intercroped with vegetables chosen on the
basis of matching the ch6mical composition, of the mahre
crop, with the minerals found in the soil and liquor on a
proportionate basis [11 Report on Completion Sept. 18691.
These fields, presumably, not being able to receive sewage
until the crop was well gtown and the tender parts clear of
the ground.

The town had expected to be able to lease the sewage
farm as a going concern and indeed advertised for tenders
on the 23rd. May 1868 [33, 15] with the operation of the
farm described thus :-

"The tenant shall at all times pass the sewage over not
less than two plots of land in succession, or more if
found necessary in order to complete the purification - "
"The sewage to be delivered on the land daily free of
expens€ to the tenant."

"The tenant shall at his own option, break up the land
and cultivate with sewage any crop he chooses provide.d
that such portion of land broken up shall not. at any
time, exceed one forth of the whole area."

*ill

16 lr
be recalled that the original river crossing above the weir, was 18"
dia. and carried on piles belorv the surface.
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traps' [33 8 Aug. ,1868]. These were later considered
unnecessary and omitted from the 1874 improvements. In
his annual report of March 1875 [9] Dr. Wilson was able to
report the omission was causing little nuisance but the
L'Spa Courier of 2 Sept. 1876 described similar vents in
that town as'Stink Holes'.

yellow, muddy and so opaque that I can not see onc object
in tle room through it, nor can I define the outline of a
strong gas light." It was also about this time that the town
came to tle attention of the Priyy Council for its high, and
not declining, death rate. As a result of these @ncerns a Dr.
Buchanon was sent to report on the health of the town. On
the subject ofwater he reported this to have been " all along

in an unsatisfactory

THE DEMISE OF THE EMSCOTE WATER WORKS
Warwick's waterworks took water from the river Avon
above Portobello Bridge. This had never been considered
satisfactory for the water was both hard and contaminated
by sewage - it was only the 'least objectionable supply' 13 27
Jly. I85Al. The engineers had no effective way of purifying
a such water for although they could remove the solids by
filtration or in a settling reservoir, and also understood the
value of having a storage reservoir that could be drawn
upon when river water was particularly foul [L8 Para 841
they had no means of sterilising water.

Warwick's waterworks had gravity sand filters but no
storage. This might just have been acceptable if the river
had remained lightly contaminated but other towns were
undertaking sanitary improvement works concurrently with
those in Warwiclc The consequence was that the river
became grossly polluted with town sewage from Coventry
and Kenilworth soon after the opening

of the Warwick

waterworks. Several times inefiective efforts were made to

on one occasion it was wen
would be better not to stand the nranure
where the liquor, and rain washings, would drain back into
the filters [33 27 April l872lblt all this was to very little
benificial effect. The consruction of settling tanks were
improve the filters and

suggested that

it

also several times recomended but not built.

The colour of the water from the taps was not the only
problem - the smaller pipes were often blocked by
vegetation [33 ]3 Sept. 18731 and, no doubt silt
accumulated in the larger mains contributing to the
'throbbing'Ig found in houses near to the watennoiks[33 ]4
Nov. 18741. The town was also without water at night and
the attempt to retain srfficient water in the tower for fire
fighting proved inefiective for not only was the tank not firll
when the pumps stopped 133 5 April 1873,281but even if
full the capacity was barely sufficient to re charge the mains
[33 ]6 Dec. l87ll.

By 1866 Warwick's water was very bad and letters started
to appear in the local press e.g. "So bad has been the state
of the towns water this week that no one, unless driven by
shear necessity, would use it for domestic pu4toses" and
about a tumbler of water left standing for 30 hours "It is

19

If th" mains

were clean there should have been very little frictional

resistance between the waterrryorks and the town and thus very little change in
pressure as the pumps worked. That throbbing was reported after 1866, when
the air vessel u,as enlarged by adding more feet (9 ft.) to its length' [34 .17
It[areh & ]6Jne. 186fl, is very strong evidence th,at lhe mam had become
partially blocked with sediment.

state with organic matter in

considerable quantity and some brown particles of organic
matter in suspension' [30]. The towns response is lost but it
appears that the town again considered obtaining water
from Haseley going so far as to have new plans drawn up.
In the event this proposal was deferred in preference to the
sewageworks.[33 27 Sept. 1873]

By 1868 the town was looking for other ways to improve
both the quality and quantity of the town water. The
surveyor in addition to proposing new reseryoirs suggested
'The use of prison labour to obtain water from the wells -o-f
tlre new goat to be connected to tlre present prpes.' I2q20
Again nothing was done - the town pinning its hopes on
imprwing the river water quality by pressing for
improvements to the discharges of Kenilworth and
Coventry to little immediate effect
Dr. Buchanon paid Warwick a second visit in 1870. His
report of this visit was as damming as the first noting:
"Its present condition is scandalously filthy - throughout
the town it is regarded only suitable for water closets and
watering gardens." 'Being softer than any other water it is
also used for washing but is so often muddy that white
things can not be washed in it.n "Wherever possible it is not
used for drinking - where so used let it stand till it gets
clear or tie a piece of muslin over the tap to catch the
creeping things that are sometimes 3/4 inch long." "While
water from some pumps was perfectly transparent; that
from others contained fibres and floccule; whilst from a few
it was so thick and foul-that even the towns water was
drunk by preference.

"

[28]

The implications of this second report, and the continued
interest of Whitehall on the sanitary state of the towrL were
not lost - if they did not sort it out for themselves the Privy
Council rvould appoint engineers to do so and recover the
cost from the town. [33 26

April

18731.

Almost concurrently with Dr. Buchanon's second visit the
town appointed Mr. Edrvard Pritchard as surveyor. The
town was to benefit geatly from the employment of this
energetic and ambitious engineer who well understood the
value of publicity. Mr. Pritchard was to remain the towns
surveyor for only three years but was retained as an adviser

for many years. The circumstances of his leaving are very
unusual - he persuaded the town that it would be necessary
to appoint an engineer for the Haseley Water Scheme and
sought to obtain this position for himself. But as he could

20 ft *as about this tlne that a William Hayes invented a machine for jrrst this
purpose [22].
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not be both engineer and surveyor he entered into an
arrangement, in September of 1873, that allowed him to be
engaged as the engineer to the Haseley Scheme, whilst

retaining the securilv of having his old job held open for
him [7 I I Sept. 18731. The arrangement was that, for a
fixed fee of f600, he would act as engineer whilst
appointing, and paying for, a deputy to cover his other
duties. In the event he did not return to the town as
surveyor resigning on completion of the works in 1877.

Within the month following his appointment he

was

advising the town to filrther modif the filter beds so as to
increase the capacity of the medium by one third - to build a
new covered reservoir at Emscote - to increase the quantity
of water stored in the town - to ht water v/aste prevention
cisterns - to meter the water supplied to large consumers for the to$'n to use dustbins - and to ventilate the sewers [3
Jly. 18701. Howaner although the town had a new
surveyor they did not have a new council. They agreed only
to increase the capacity of the filter bed whilst redoubling
their efforts to get Coventry to puriry its discharges [3 /3
July and I I Oct. 1870,33 I6 July and l5 Oct. 18701.

lj

Mr. pritchard also found the waterworks to be in poor
condition and lost no time in appointing a new engine
driver who reported thus on the state of the engines and
pumps in March

l87lll2

I3 March 18711-

That one safety valve, on each boiler, was loaded with
pieces of

gnte bars.

That the steam receiver had its clothing pulled off.
That there was no provision for condensate to return to
the boiler.

That the steam domes and pipework were without
covering.

That there were bad joints and leaking cocks.
That the beam was in poor condition.
That the wooden teeth on the gear wheel were in poor
condition as light had been allowed to fall on them.
That the pump crankshafts were at right angles so that
they passed water at the same time (He recommended
turning another 900 so that they would oppose each
other).
That the gauge did not indicate the height of the water in

the air vessel.
That he had been able to increase the vacuum from 5 to

l2 lbs. by tightening up.

Towards

the end of 1870 Mr. Pritchard

rvas

recommending that the town take out fire and boiler
insurance for the two pumping stations. Unfortunately the
pumping stations were found to be uninsurable without
costly improvements. These the town found'too great' and
the proposed premium of f,l per f,100 of insured value 'too
high'[33 ]7 Dec. 1870 and 18 Feb. I87ll.

enlargement but to be 27 ft. below the sumrnit of the town

133 16 Sept.

I87ll.

Looking North he found no such

problem and by September l87l he was recommending that
the town should exploit the Inchford Brook below Haseley
Mill apparently unaware that this had been proposed by
others [30 PZl. This recomrnendation was favourably

received

by the town who then referred

it to Messers

Crawley and Neuton for a second opinion. Their report was
generally favourable. They recommended that 20,000,0009.

of water should be stored in a large reservoir with

an

additional I days storage to be held in a holding reservoir
on the crest of the hill South of Brownley Green. The cost
was expected to be between f,8,000 and 19,000 excluding
compensation [33

II

Sept.

I87l].

As the proposed works were partly outside the 'District'
new parliamentary powers were required for the work to
proceed - this was put into motion before the end of 1871.
In the meantime the surveyor monitored rainfall and flow
in the brook.
The publication of Warwick's proposals brought foreword
many concerns. Many of these were on cost, others on the
necessity, some were sceptical that there was sufficient
water in the brook for the towns needs or tbat the reservoir
was large enough but 1872 started with concern that it was
not heallhy to store water in reservoirs. To address this
problem the mayor made enquires of several towrn - the
replies were all favourable with the advice also being given
that vegetable growth was not a problem in reservoirs 10 or
l5ftdeep 133 17 Feb. 18721.

Then the conc€nr of those along the course of the
Inchford Rrook below the point of abstraction had to be
addressed.2l To this end Mr. Pritchard found himself
addressing a public meeting in Kenilworth 133 16 March
I872l.He was well prepared to assrnge their concerns even
suggesting, at one point tlpt Kenilworth could take a water
supply from the same source. He started with a few details :

In dry seasons the flow in the brook at Haseley was
expected to fall to 150,000 gpd. with all of this being
taken for use in Warwick. Below Haseley Mill the
tributaries before
IncMord Brook was joined by

8

reaching Kenilworth. On the 7th. Dec. last he found
these tributaries to be flowing at a rate of 1,000,000 gpd.
rvhen the florv at Haseley was only 235,980 gpd.
Additionally he had found hidden underground springs
greatly contributing to the total flow - rvith only 700,000
gpd. flowing at Haseley he had found 3,000,000 gpd.
only one mile downstream.
Then asked about compensation water he stated that
this was usually between l/3 and l/2 of the flow.
Lastly, noting that it would be possible to run a 6 or 7
inch main to Kenilworth from the proposed works, he
stated that Warwick would be agreeable to joining with

By the following year Mr. Pritchard was looking for a
new source of clean lvater in the high lands around the
town and which would not require pumping. Looking South
he fcund the existing mill reser.,'oir at Chesterton capable of

2l

It toill be recalled thal i1 rvas objeclicns from Lhese persons that caused the
1o witldraw fiorn the first Ha-selev Schente in 1852.

town
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Kenihvorth in this if they rvould agree to diverting their
sewage lrom the Avon.

In the event Kenilworth was not interested in obtaining
bill passed through parliament
rvith little delay receiving the Royal Assent in the summer
of 1872. The Warwick Local Board Waterworks Act
empowered the toun to take lands and construct the
rvater from Haseley and the

necessary works for obtain-rng a zupply of water from
Haseley. The cost was not to ex^ceed f,20,000, the water
main was to pass over the canal22 and they were not tg be
permitted to abstract all of the flow - 10,000 gpd.23 of
compensation water was to be allowed past the works.
However by then tlre town had decided to defer any further
aclion havins received advice. in Febnrarv. that the cost
had risen to its.ooo 24 which sum if borrowed at 4 l/2o/o
interest would cost f800 pa. to be partly offset by a f500 pa.
saving in the present working expenses.

By March 1873 the water committee was able to give the
town a detailed report on the options.[33 29 March 1873]
Commencing with a rwiew of the river pollution it noted
that Coventry, 15 miles above Warwick and having a
population of some 40,000, discharged about 1,500,000
galls. of nominally purified effluent daily into the river and
that further contamination came from Kenilworth. The
committee had spent some time looking at other ways of
improving the towrs water. If the existing waterworks were
to be retained not only must the size of the filters be
increased but two new settling reservoirs must be built
above Rock Mills 'in which matter in suspension in the
water may, as far as is possible, be deposited.' Each

resewoir was

to hold 13 days supply. It was also

recomme!{ed that carbide of iron, or some other approved
material 25, U" used in the filter beds. It would also be
necessary to fully overhaul the mzchinery and that 'at no
distant date'a new boiler would be required.
They further recommended that a new rising main would
be required to take water directly to the water tower with
the original main becoming a distribution pipe fed, by
gravity, from the tower. By this means the pressure in the
lower parts of the town would be much reduced so avoiding
the 'enormous waste' of water blamed on the needlessly
high pressure. The throbbing of the pumps would also be
eliminated.

The estimated cost of improving the Emscote works rvas.-

t1,600
f5,200

For the land
For the reservoirs
For pipes between the reservoirs
and filter beds

t600

For the enlargement of the filter beds
For the new rising main
For a new boiler

f,800

t l,100
t500
L200

Sundries

Total

t10,000

The costs of the two schemes were then compared, in the
belief that they could be financed at 3 l/2%o interest over
50 years. as follows:For the improvements to the Emscote water works:-

Present annnal

f s
0

ss51

500

Addition of 1/3rd. for the extra cost of
fuel and labour [For a constant supply ?]

Financecharge

Total annual

charge

L66 13
426 6
f1093 0

d
0

4
9

0

For the Haseley Scheme - and assuming that the sale of the
existing works would be sufficient to meet the claims for
compensation.

Annual attendanc€/repairs etc.
Finance charge

Total annual charge

f,sd
13000
669 l0 I
L799 l0 ld.

On this comparison the case for adopting the Haseley

blt both technically and financially
&e comparison was flawed. Fintly it is doubtftrl that the
Scheme was very strong

proposed improvements to the Emscote Water Works would

have provided the town with good water - Haseley water
was much cleaner. Secondly the carbide of iron to be used
in the filter bed was not only e4pensive - t500 having been
quoted in 1865 [3 8 Aug. 18651 - but required regular
replacement as it becane chemically exhausted. This never
seems to have been recognised by the town for with the

for larger filter beds the
recurring renewal cost would have been considerable
perhaps adding close to f1,000 pa. to the expenses. Then
the proposal to run a new rising rnain to tle rvater tower
appears to have been given insuffrcient thought. It would
not only reverse the flow in much of the pipework about the
town but would require that all of the towns water pass
increased volume required

22 The read"r *ill recall the breach at Emscote in I 869.
23 It would be interesting to discover how this quanlity was determined for il
is little more than a trickle.
24 Th. n"* estimate apparently included several new elsmerls - legal and
engineers fees, the cost of land and cornpersation 1o land and mill owners.
Howeverthe estimated cost of the works had also risen due to the increase in
th.e cost ofca-st iron pipe and to the inlluence ofthe t hour day.
/' Carbide oflron was a product promoted by a Mr. Spencer. The medium
was supplied as a direct replacernent for the sand and gravel used in regular
filters but t}ere was little understanding as to how i1 worked or the continuing
cost of using i1. Firstly ahhough an effective fiher rhere is no reason to
supposes that it was a better than sand- ILs special action was to soflen hard
waler by precipitating calcium in a manner very similar to lime lreatment
processes. The benefil, ifany, ofthe iron content is unkn$in. When
tried at Rugby, in I 865, i1 was found to taint the water and to block the filters
with precipitates [261.

through the water tower and not tlre much smaller quantity
that was presently the case rvith much of the tolvn being
supplied directly from the rising main. That this particular
recommendation is included, almost as an afterthought,
suggests that it was intended principally to inflate the cost
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of retaining the existing works and by so doing improve
the prospects of proceeding with the Haseley scheme.

l5l,78lgpd.
Mr. Purnell of Coventry
Mr. Davidson - surveyor of Leamington 151.735 gpd.
151,758 gpd.
Mr. Pritchard

Again although not directly stated in the report, but
implicit in the costings, was the extra cost of pumping a
sufficient quantity of water from the existing works to give
the town a continuous supply. No doubt intended to make

whilst Mr. Clifford, the objector, and

the two alternatives comparable, both to be continuous, this
was not obtained for on the one hand the pumps were to run

using his own methods, found only 120,000 gpd.

in order to meet the known demand for water in the town
rvhilst the Haseley Scheme assumed that the demand would
be much reduced.

This, at least temporarily, put Mr. Clifford in his place
but shows the professionals to have had an unreasonable
expectation as to the accuracy of their measurements with
no attempt being made to assess the magnitude of errors

Then not only were the not inconsiderable fees for
engineering and legal services omitted but the financing
costs were incomplete. Firstly no provision was made for

and uncertainties.

The Sanitary lmprovement Act of 1874 reformed The
Warwick Local Board of Health into an Urban Sanitary

the interest payable on loans during the course of
constmction and secondly it was not recognised that the

Authority. As such they had sufftcient powers to undertake
the proposed Haseley Works without the need for additional
parliamentary powers - the Warwick Water Act was no
longer needed and approval was to be sought through the
Local Government Board. However it would have been
unwise to lightly set aside, or depart from, the 1872 act.
Thus in seeking the approval of The Local Government
Board they felt constrained to keep within the limits of that
act despite the surveyors belief tlnt a better, and less

value, of the Emscote works, could not be immediately
realised. Thus the
understated.

firll cost of the Haselev Scheme had been

Not unexpectedly the tovrn continued to favour the
Haseley Scheme but before proceeding again consulted
Messers Crawley and Newton. Only then was Mr. Fritchard
instructed

to

preparc detailed drawings. These were

complete by May 1874 and went foreword for approval with
a rwised estimate of f,17,500 the price of iron pipes said to
have risen 30%o, earthenware plpes 7O%o and labour I5%o in
twoyears [33 30AuS. 18731.

expensive, supply could

Warwick

newly

followed this with the dispatch of detailed plans in
September. The enquiry, in November 133 14 Nov. 18741,
was to look into the technical merit of the work but the
town also sought to establish its credit worthiness - a
ne€essary endeavour as it transpired that the town had not
always repaid its loans on time. From this part of the

opposition was unrelenting. Before the end of 1873 he had
produced a very substantial booklet entitled ?.eport of the

of the

a

The town first applied for an inspector to be sent down to
enquire into the Haseley Scheme in June of 1874 and

Not e'reryone in the town agreed with proceeding with the
llaseley, or any otler scheme, tbr improving the towns
water - some were implacably opposed with seveml
candidates standing for election on the basis of their
opposition. Although comprehensively defeated, only their
leader Mr. Clifford appea$ to have been returned, his

Executive Committee

be obtained from

discovered reservoir below the Inchford Brook.

enquiry rve learn that the Local Board had, up to that time,
secured six loans to a total value of t38,000. Of this
826,421 was outstanding at an interest of 5o/o p.a. To some
sceptical amusement the town explained that they were
intending to consolidate these loans, with the new
borrorvings for the Haseley Works, into a 50 year loan at
Llzyo interest from the Public Works Loan
Comrnissioners. This would affect a reduction in the annual
repayments from L2,312 to 91,902. In effect the toun was
seeking not only to borrow at a lower rate of interest but to
also extend the original loan to 70 years. In the event not
only were the Loan Commissionen unwilling to grant loan
extensions unless they had reason to beliwe that the works
u'ould have a longer life than had originally been expected

Ratepayers

Association'. Apparently a tirade of unfocussed opposition

it

criticised the towns decision making, its use of
commiftees etc., but failed to include any constructive
proposals for improving the towns water [33 I3 Dec. 18731.
It, apparently, received little support and had no effect. The
following year Mr. Clifford was claiming that Mr.
Pritchards gauging's of the flow in the Inchford Brook were
wrong - that there was less water than Mr. Pritchard had
reported. This caused Mr. Pritchard to alrange for
independent gauging's to be taken the reports of which are
of some interest [33 27 Jne. 18741. The flow over the cill

3

was determined using'Box's' lessor formulae and the height

26 but that they were additionally unwilling to advance
money, at a very low rate of interest, for the purpose of
payrng offdebts 133 )2 Jne. 18751.

of the water over the cill. It was the method used to
determine the height of the water that produced the

discrepanry. The correct methd was to gauge the height in
still and not running water. For this purpose a post was
driven into the water, about 2 ft. upstream, until the top was
level with the cill - a spirit level being used for this purpose.
The height of the water was then found using a 2ft. rule. By
this method the flolv was measured in June 1874 with
results as follorvs:-

26 Thut p*t ofthe assets securing the existing loans, the waterworks, were to
be abandoned as soon as the Has'eley Scheme was commissioned had been
ignored by the toun.
16
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So far as the technical presentation was concerned this
lvas largely without interest howwer Mr. Pritchard spent
some time explaining why he expected the demand to fall
rvith the introduction of a constant supply (see Appendix 5)
- surprisingly not only was this accepted by the inspector
but he suggested that the supply might be further reduced
from 25 to 20 gallons per day per p€rson. However at no
time was there any mention of the substantial additional
rvater requirements of the new Budbrook Barracks which
the town had agreed to supply with water that summer [7 9

Jly.

well but to do so would have contaminated an otherwise
very pure supply. Novel, if not unique, this arrangement
served the town for many years.
Although much work remained to be firushed the town
received

supplied 24 hours each day but the demand was so great, at
one time being about 700,000 gallons in 24 hours, that
almost immediately it had to be rationed by being hrrned off
at night 123 14 Oct. 18761. The blame for this state of

18741.

Otherwise Mr. Pritchard found the inspector amenable to
his suggestion that the reservoirs and filter beds could be
dispensed with in favour of using the underground water

affairs was immediately placed upon the residents for
wasting water although as early as October Mr. Prichard
was conceding that much water passed away through the
mains. To assist in bringing the waste under control the
town appointed two inspectors to assist the surveyor and
engineer 123 3 Feb. 1877,7 30 Nov. 18761. The principal
me:tns of identi$ing those houses leaving taps, or stool
cocks, running was by inspection of prernises in the day and
sounding the stop cocks for running water at night - any
flow heard at night being considered waste. However many
of the houses in Warwick did not have outside stop cocks
but kept them in cellars, or other inaccessible places. Thus
by Febnrary 18'17 Mt. Pritchard was recornmending that all

and thus when the scheme was sanctione4 in December [33

18741, the approval was reduced to J12,000
although they indicated their readiness to reconsider this
should it prove necessary.

26 Dec.

The town wasted no time in getting on with the work
despite not having reached agreement with the loan
commissioners over the new loan. Until agreement on the
new loan was concluded in the surlmer of 1875 the town
made use

of a temporary facility from S.C.Smith which

reached f,2000 in June of that year [33 ] 2 Jne. I 87 51.

houses should be provided with outside stop cocks at a cost
that he estimated to be 10/- per house. This was not
favoured by the town and by May the intensive efforts to
stem the waste had ended [7 7 May 1877]. To what extent
the demand bad been confiolled is not known but in
Febnary the demand remained 310,000 gpd. when the
water was on for 15 hours and 470,000 gpd. when on

The contractual arrangements for the work were very
similar to those used preniously - the town purchased the
pipes and fiftings which it then supplied to the civil
engineering contractors of whom there were two, Mr. G.F.
Smith, of Milverton, undertaking tlrc works at llaseley and

Mr. Charles Hart, of Leamingto& who was to lay 10 and 12
inch water pipes from the town with a branch to Budbrook.
This second contract quickly ran into difficulties with the
contractor finally abandoning the work on the 24 Nov. 1875

mnstantly I23 Feb. 1874.
About this time Dr. Wilsorl who had long campaigned
against water pipes discharging directly into W C pans,
presented the town with a report that included details of
work recently completed id Rugby to have these removed
[33 17 March 1877].ln Rugby the pans were now eitrcr
flushed with pails of water or by cisterns. In addition to
removing the risk of contaminating the water supply from
the closets a great saving in the demand for water had been
achieved amounting to about l0 gallons perpersonper day.
It was not suggested that similar savings could be achieved
in Warwick for by that date the sewers were vcntilated and
the need to continuously flush the pans removed. However
no doubt the hope that some water would be saved by these
measures contributed to the prompt acceptance of this
report [2 13 March 1877).

[1]. The immediate cause of this was the unexpected
necessity of trenching tlrough marl after the work left the
turnpike at Hatton but the conmd had soured long before
this (see appendix 6 Part IQ. The town quickly entered into
an arrangement with Mr. smith to complete the pipelaying
work but this was not to be as originally contracted for [31].
Shortly after recommencing work on tlte unfinished main
between Hatton and Haseley the works encountered a deep

of rururing sand that made progress slow and
ex?ensive. Eventually it became apparent that to mntinue
the excavations at depths up to 48 ft. was impractical. The
solution was to divert the line of the main and to raise the
level ofthe pipe some 9 or 10 ft. to form a syphon about one

bed

mile long. Although the highest part of the slphon was
above the then water table at Haseley

it

is first water from Haseley in September of 1876

and there was a grand official opening at Saltisford on
Tuesday 26th. of that month I23 30 Sept. 18761when the
mayor, by turning a tap, caused two fire hoses to send jets
of water 50 or 60 ft. into the air. The water rvas at first

would become a

true ryphon as the water table was drawn down.

It

In December, when lhe suweyor was unable to say how
much of this work had been complete4 the average daily
demand in both July and December 1877 was reported to be

was

therefore necessary to arrange some mechanical means of
drawing air out of the pipework. This was achieved by
means of a water powered vacuum pump located above the
pure water tank at Haseley and connected to the highest
part ofthe syphon by a 4 inch cast iron pipe. The water to
power the water wheel was taken from Inchford Brook but
it is not knorm where the water was discharged - it would
have been very easy to discharge this into the pure water

less than 250,0009. and when

the supply was

experimentally laid on constantly for 8 days in November
this increased to only 362,2859. [33 1-t Dec. 1877f .
Needless to say the out turn costs were much higher than
expected. By September 1876 the estimated final value of
17
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the rvorks. including all contingencies, had very nearly
doubled to be f,23,818 12 17 Sept. 18761. Much of this
increase arose from the diffrculty of the works at Haseley
and the termination of Mr. Harts contract but other factors
included:The transfer of prior expenditure from the general to the
Hasele-v- accounl f2 8 Jne. 1876f viz.

L6',74-14-4d

For the cost of the Water Act.
The costs of water analYsis
Messers Cawley and Newton
Other Prwious Expenses

t43-l0-8d
tl l0 -16 - 9d
f240 -16 - 9d

The additional cost of laying

a supply to Budbrook

Barracks for which the War Office was to contribute f,600
but which rvas yet to be receivedl23 14 OcL 18761.
The unexpected necessity ofpurchasing an additional lOa
:r 3d ofland at Haseley on apparently very unfavourable

terms - the town paying f2,5A0 for land most of which
the toryn subsequently souglrt to lease out at only f,3 per
urr".27

The cost of new pipework and wash out valves, to avoid
dead ending, in the town [23 l6 Sept. ]8761.
installing a water meter at Saltisford 123 30 Sept. I8761.
Reinstatement of the lan{ fencing and seeding of land at
Haseley 12 8 May 18771.

The cost, including that of employing two inspectors, of
attempting to reduce the demand for water.
The town sought to obtain a further loan from the Loan
Commissioners bu! perhaps not unexpectedly, tltis was not
easily forthcoming. In order to meet its most pressing needs
temporary borrowings were again neffissary 12 9 Jan.
1877f.Howater, when received, even the new loan proved
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insuffrcient for a further loan was required to meet Mr.
Hart's award (see appendix 6).

Appendix

The final cost not known but the sale of the old
rvaterworks site, which was expected to cover the gost of
compensation to the mill owners, was long delayed.28

PUBLIC HEALTH MAPPING
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The General Board of Health required all Local Boards to
have accurate, levelled, large scale maps of their towns
before they would approve sanitary improvement works.
Only with such maps was it possible to accurately describe
the extent, and cost, of improvement lvorks and ensure that
lhe drains would carry away the sewerage

As the General Board had a \€ry poor opinion of private
suweys they sought to have all Public Health Mapping done
by the Ordnance Survey. This view had some substance for
not only rvas the accuracy of historical mapping notoriousl-Y
poor but of those maps recently drarvn up under the
Parochial Assessment and Tithe Commutation Acts of 1836
only l/6th. of the former and I/2 of the latter \Yere sealed as
first class maps. Not that everything done by the Ordnance
Survey was perfect for although the accuracy of the main
triangulation was, apparently. not questioned much of the
detailed work was unsatisfactory and had to be repeated.
Needless

to say private sun'eyors objected strongly to
to the Ordnance Survey and took every

loosing work
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opportuniry

to denigrate their work as both slow

avoid the cost ofa nerv survey by using a plan drarvn up by
John Wood in 1837 which was to a scale of 3 chains to the
inch (or about 2ft. to the mile). This was however hardly
likely to satisfu the General Board for not onlv was the scale
gave no heights or basement levels and when
small
checked for accuracy was found to have errors of up to I
chain in the length of some streets. Finding tlnt a new
survsy was unavoidable the town was advised to have this
undertaken by a Mr. Hurst who was prepared to supply
Block Plans of the town, with a limited series of levels, for
f,285 or Perfectly Detailed Plans, with a perfect series of
levels including every house, for f,400. However under
continued pressure from the General Board the Ordnance

and

expensive-

It was not however this dispute that delayed production of
the first Public Health Maps but the uncertainty as to what
was required for although a Sample Public Health Map of
Preston had been produced in 1845 neither the scale or
extent of detailing had been agreed when the first Local

it

Boards of Health were established. The Preston map was to
a scale of 5ft. to the mile and the Ordnance Survey long

recommended this scale to all who made enquires. The
General Board of Health however believed this scale to be
too small and promoted the use of a scale of 10ft. to the
mile. Not until July 1850 were the scale and other details
agreed - the scale was to be 10ft., levels were to be shown at
the centre of the roadway, at the angle of every street and

public place and at every change
surface. The level
also to be shown.

ofall

of inclination of

Survey was asked to do this work. The suwey was
in l85l with the town receiving l7 plans at the
l0ft. scale, 3 at the 2ft and an index sheet in December of

undertaken
that year.

the

cellars, or underground floors were

Initially expected to cost about f,600 the firll cost of the
survey was given as fr723 - 9 - 0d. in November of 1852.
The account was however not settled until 1856 by which
time the treasury had agreed to reduce the charge to

This agreement came too late for some towns where
public health mapping was eitlter complete or in hand.
Coventry was one such town and found it necessary to
commission new 10ft. 'Detailed Plans' having already
obtained 'Block Plans' of the town. Theq the receip of the
Detailed Plans being long delayed, the town found it

f397-13-9d.
It is interesting to compare the cost of the Warwick plans
with those produced privately for Leamington Priors the

expedient to have levels added to racings of the Block
Plans already in their possession. Another town that had
embarked on Public Health Mapping before guidance had
been issued was Liverpool. These were drawn at the
enormous scale of 20ft. to the mile 'a scale flater to be said
by the Ordnance Surveyl so large that from the inequalities
in the conraction and expansion in different directions of
the paper on which it is laid dow4 it is almost impossible
to execute it correctly as a general detailed map of the
town'.

following year. The Leamington survey was carried out by a
John Lyon Alexander ofl,ondon for which he quoted f,584
- 10s. For this the town received 24 Detailed Sheets and a
small scale index sheet. Although these appear suitable for
their purpose there are clear differences from those of
Warwick. Warwick got Block Plans, Leamington did not.
Warwick was tied into the national triangulation and was
levelled with respea to the se4 L€aminglon was lwelled
with resped to the River Avon at Emscote- Warwick got
many very usefirl bench marks, Leamington had none. But
only in Leamington was existing underground pipework

The agreement on scales did not stop efforts to reduce

shown on the plans.

costs, Principally the pressure was to permit private
surveyors to do the work but it was also directed to reducing

Sources.

T.R Slaler and P.J. Jarvis. Field and Forest : An Historical Geography

unnecessary detail and to have the treazury meet part of the
cost. The first point was soon conceded - from at first being
unwilling to accept the work of private surveyors unless
certified by the Ordnance Survey as accurate this became an
examination of the plans which were to be submitted with
the surveyors notebooks. On the second, in July 1851, it
was agreed that 'That the amount of ornamental worh in
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make a very substantial contribution towards the cost of
producing public health maps.
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Appendix

2

WAYS AI{D MEANS
Local Boards of Health, and later Sanitary Authorities,
were never given a free hand to do as they sought fit for
although they were encouraged and cajoled into sanitary,
and other improvements, very little could be done withoul
the approval of Whitehall. The mechanisms of control were

Warwick first sought approval to undertake sanitary
improvement works in March 1850. These were quickly
rejected the General Board hnding many technical
shortcomings including the failure to have the town
properly surveyed. This rejection was not well receired but
after tempers cooled the town sought to re submit their

statutor-v and financial.

sewage

plans rvith the minimum of additional rvork. Thev sought to
l9

Firstly the maximum water and

rate that could be charged on

properties
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compulsorily required to take mains services was limited by
statute - 2d. per week under the 1848 Act - and secondly
not only were there statutory limits on their total borrowing
but each borrowing had to be individually approved.

Having completed the improvement works local boards
were apparently free to re mortgage their debt in the
cornmercial market and Warwick €rtainly lost no time in
re mortgaging theirs with the Economic Life Assurance
Societv at an interest rate

The constraints under the 1848 Act. were not only very
restrictive, borrowings to be not more than the total rack
rent and to be repayable in not more than 30 years, but were
interpreted in a way which was even more so. Thus the
total rack rent came to be interpreted as the total rack rent
of only those properties that could benefit from whatever
works were envisaged. Thus as the outlying parts of the
Borough of Warwick were not to benefit from the lst.
saniury improvement works their rack rent was excluded
from the total in determining the board's borrowing powers
- a loss ofabout l0olo invalue.

of4

ll4o/oto be repaid in 26 vears

(the original approval for a 30 year loan having already
run 4 years) which was a considerable saving on the
original loan which was at an interest rate of 5% with the
loan to be repaid in 20 years.
By the 1870's circumstances had changed for now the I.oan
Commissioners offered loans at lower rates of interest than

were available commercially. This money was, howwer,
not available for the re financing of existing debts except in
the most exceptional circumstances [3]. Thus the new

Sanitary Authorities only had need

of the commercial

market to cover short term requirements.

As Warwick spent up to its limit completing the lst.
improvements it was numy years before any other
significant works could be undertaken. There were however
other mechanisms for providing sanitary improvements
avoiding this difficulty. Fintly you could encourage private
investment, by individuals or companies, and secondly you

could seek to obtain additional powers by means of a
private bill. Both appear to have been widely used but the
problem of raising sufficienr monies at low interest over
long periods remained. No doubt many solutions to this
problem were floated but Warwick's only venture into
alternative markets was to join what appean to have been a
national campaigrr"

in 1867

[],

to obtain powers for the

issue of transferable bonds.

The various acts also limited the period for repayment of
loans. In the first instance to 30 years but relaxed in the
1858 Act which empowered the secretary of state to

to 50 years in appropriate cases. This was
firrther relaxed in 1872 when the maximum period for
repayment was extended to 60 years with the borrowing
limit raised to twice the annual rateable value of the
increase this

district.

Having obtained Loan Sanction Approval Local Boards
had two principal means of raising funds - commercially,

usually

by

company.

means

of a

mortgage from

an

insurance

or from The Treasury via The Loan

Commissioners. Although commercial sources offered loans

at lower rates of interest loans were only available if
secured by some asset. If the local board had none. and
Warwick had very little" no loan was forthcoming. On the
other hand although The Loan Commissioners would make
unsecured loans they sought to ensure that these would be
repaid within the economic life of the works. In general
loans were to be repard within 20 years but in some cases

they entered into shorter, and occasionally

complex

arrangements e.g. When Warwick obtained a loan to stock
the sewage farm that part of the loan to purchase the stock
was to be repaid in two years whilst that pafl for the
constmction of farm buildings was to be repaid in l0 [2].

lll

WRO CRl6l8/WA6/99

I

Jne. 1867.

[2] wRO CR1618twA6132 14 Dec. 1880.
[3] Warwick Advertiser 12 June 1875.

Appendix 3

THE WARWICK WATERHOUSES

In

1693

a John Hopkins, of Birminghanl

started an

enterprise for supplying the inhabitants of Warwick with
water from the Priory Pools just to the North and East of the

town. He converted an old mill to pump water to a
'waterhouse'which he had built on a plot of land measuring
not more than 20 yards by 16 yards at the North end of
Sheep St. (now Northgate) close by the modern trafrc
island. The 'waterhouse' included a tanh or cisterns, that
were filled from the pools with the houses being connected
to the cistern by underground pipework. The works were,
at least, substantially @mplete by the following year as
water taps are recorded a{nongst the losses suffered in The
Great Fire of Warwick. Whether the new water supply was
then used for fire fighting is not known but subsequently
the 'Aldermen' of the town acquired the right to break into
the pipes in case of fire. The street plan of Warwick dated
1711 shows the 'waterhouse' to be a substantial, probably
stone, building but no other details have been found.
Clearly the 'tank' or 'sistern' must have been raised above
ground level if water was to reach the better houses in the
highest parts of the town.

Finding that the 'engines' did not supply suffrcient water
the original mills were demolished and new buildings and
machinery installed about 1703.In the later half of the 18th
century the undertaking was in the hands of the Valentine
Cooks who had a new 'waterhouse'built about 100 meters
to the East of the original on a site which is now part of the
car park of 'The Punch Bowl' public house. This second site
is lower than the first and so the cistern must have been
raised well above ground level to sewe the highest parts of
the to#n - truly a water tower but one of which we have no
detailS.

a\ 04 9',?

The now redundant 'waterhouse', at the end of

a

these being 'declared

sheep

in
public nuisance' they

street was soon converted into dwellings. However

1774
were

purchased, for f,l2}, with the express intention of having
them pulled down. Certainly the site was cleared by 1786.

In a report of 1781 the water engine, and the corn mill
that shared the same building, were declared to be in a
'Very ruinous state so as to not admit repair'. This report
continues to give the head as 18 ft. and the daily flow of
ryater to & 2,700 hogsheadsl and, perhaps, trvice that in
winter. Subsequently the Priory Mills were demolished to
be replaced by new buildings and machinery - work that
was in hand in 1782 and complete by 1784.

In 1802 the undertaking was purchased by a Mr. Wise for
f1800. The new proprietor does not appear to have made
any substantial additional investment in the undertaking so
that by 1849 they were again reported to be in poor
condition with the mill ponds nearly choked by mud and
rushes. The quality of the water was now also poor being
much polluted by excrement and refuse principally arising
from'The Cape'.

Water continued to be pumped from the Priory pools until
1858 when the new waterworks were opened at Emscote.
Howwer some of the wooden water pipes continued in use
for many years - certainly some were still in use in 1876.

[] A Hogshead was an elaslic measure of volume thal could be as little as 50
gallons or as many as 140. With the smaller meilsures usually reserved for
spirits 2,700 hogsheads would be aboul 300,000 gallons.
Sources.

l.

The'Wise'papers. W.R.O. CR 26ll(5).

2. A Viaoria County History of Wmick Vol. \TII p44 l.
3. Seven Trenl Waler - A Review ofthe tindenaking Innes Jones 1974.
4. Exhibit of wooden water pipe from Warwick - St. Johns Mu-seum.
5. Photograph oflhe removal of wooden waler pipes in Warwick Cormty Museum Archives.

6. Map of 1711 by Messers Fish and Bridgeman. W.R.O.
7. Map of 1786. W.R.O.
8. Map of 1806 W.R.O
9. The Warwick Public Health Maps of I 851. W.R.O.
10. The Haseley Water Supply. E Prirchard I 876. Warwick Library
I

l.

l,ocal History Parnphlet Section
Th€ Courrty Sites and Monuments Record - WA

2 I
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12. Corporalion minutes l0 Dec€mber I844. W.RO. CR l6l8/W3/2
13. Warwick Advertl*r 27 March 1852.
14. hivate Sources.

Appendix 4
Sufficient water being available the engines could pump
3,000 gallons per hour for 12 hours six days of the week but
the shortage of water in the town was such that the houses,
at bes! got water for only two days each week and it was

not unknown for the water to fail completely in dry

WHAT IT COST
The cost of the public improvement works was recovergd

At this time the service tank, or cisterq was reported to
be lead lined and to have a capacity of 9,000 gallons.
Although repoded to have been in Market Street this may
be mistaken for no evidence of such a location is found on
the Public Health maps of l85l which continue to show the

by a water rate charged on all prop€rties receiving mains
services. In his preliminary report IU Mr. Clark suggested
that the charges need be no more than l/- in the pound on
properly and 3d- on land [Para 1081. He also suggested that
the cost of private works need be no more than f2 for the
poorest houses and that this could be met by an additional
charge of llzd,. per week [Para 1091. Thus the poorest
houses could be provided with mains services for not more
than I ll}d.. pr wer,k lPara 901 comfortably within the
2d.per week [2] t]rat Loca,l Boards of Health could charge
properties that it compelled to have mains water and

'cistern'or'waterhouse' at the top of The Butts.

drainage.

weather. Nevertheless some 80 houses, and some public
buildings, in the town took water from this undertaking for
which the houses paid berween 12 and 18 shillings per
amunn and the fire station f,2.

In the event the water rate was based on the rated value.
As of March 1858 the rates were [3,4] :-

9r€ t>,' S€l-'t >
rrrJ(tL t\rt:e

E'tre:re-ntsr\Nts<ci- r\o:'-i-

4h
'c,

6

1-ire (u'.<.r
'Bon:u ?.t\.

For properties valued
For properties valued
For properties valued
Forproperties valued
For properties valued
For properties valued
For properties valued
For properties valued
For properties valued
For properties valued
For properties valued

under

f,,4

between
between
between
between
between
between
between
between
between
between

pa.

pa.
f,6 and [10 pa.
L4

and,

L6

f,10 and f,15 pa.
f 15 and f,20 pa.
f,20 and f,30 pa.
f,30 and f40 pa.
f,40 and [50 pa.
f,50 and f60 pa.
f,60 and f,70 pa.
f,70 and f80 pa.

416

6l9l-

p.
W.
pa.
pa.

l2ll5/' pa.

2Ol- pa.
251- pa.

3O/- pa-

35/- pa.
401-

p.

451- pa.

For higher rated properties the board would provide and
water meters at the expense of the persons requiring
them and charge for the consumption as follows :-

fix
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Forthe

first

For the

next

All

used

100,0009. Pa.
100,0009. pa.

to connect into the existing mains and the water tower was

l/- per 1,0009.

l0l/2d

per 1,0009.
9d. per 1,0009.

over 200,0009. pa.

to be abandoned.

As for the private works these were initially charged at
net. cost to the owner as follows :-

"The Local Board

will lay down all pipes for water and
to the outer wall of the

drainage from the mains

premises charging the owners or occupiers with the net
cost thereof ; and will also, if requestd supply and fix
all the requisite pipes and other works for the house

As the Haseley works. and part of the supply main. lay
outside the jurisdiction of the Warwick Local Board it was
necessary to obtain new parliamentary powers before work
could start. This was easily obtained but during the passage
of the bill a clause was added to the effect that at least
10,000 gpd., of compensation water, must be allowed to
flow in the Inchford Brook below the point at which
Warwick was to abstract its water.

services at the net cost of the person desiring them to
carry out such works -----' [41

By the time of The First Enquiry into the Haseley
Scheme. Nov. 1874, not only had changes been made but

Later the town was to charge a small premium (2 ll2%o) for
the private works that it carried out [5].

detailed engineering drawings were available. It was also by
then known that a considerable quantity of water lay
beneath the surface ofthe land.

I

I

] Report to the General Board of Health on

a Pretiminary Enquiry into the

Sewerage, Drainage, and Supply of Water, and the Sanitary Conditiur of
the lnhabitants ofrhe Borough of Warwick Clarlq George Thomas. 1849.
Warwick Library pamphlet section or Warwick Advertiset 16 Jne. 1849.
[2] The Public Heahh Act of I 848.
[3] Public Heahh Minules. WRO CR l6l8fw33 23 March 1858'
[a] Warwick Advertiser. 27 March 1858.
[5] Warwick Advsrtis€r. 12 Dec. 1874.

Appendix 5

DETAILS OF TEE EASELEY WATER SCHEME
Warwick needed a sour@ of clean water to replace that
drawn from the River Avon at Emscote. The water of the

Inchford Brook at Haseley Mill was found to b€
mmparatively clean (cleaner in the brook than water
supplied to Birmingham after filtration) and was at a
sufficient height to supply the town without pumping- The
problems were of insufficient flow in dry weather and of
finding a way to cross the higher gound between }laseley
Mill and the town. The solution to the first was large
storage reservoirs and the second necessitated a deep
cutting through the hill.

Mr. Pritchards first proposals to exploit the water

at

Haseley, made at the end of 1871, were to be several times
changed before the work was finished in 1876.

As hrst envisaged the water was to be extracted from the

IncMord Brook just below Haseley

Mill at an elevation

ft. above the highest surface of the town. Elwen
acres of land were to be acquired upon which the reservoirs,
filters and other facilities were to be proYided. These
proposals were intended to provide the town with a
some 100

continuous supply ofclean water at a rate of25 gallons per
head ofpopulation per day - no extra allowance was given

for industrial usage or for watering the streets - a total of
245,000 gallons per day. How the capacity of the reservoirs

was determined is not known Out see below) but the
minimum flow in the brook was assumed to be 150,000
gallons per day. On reaching the town the new supply was

The detailed plans provided for an increased supply of
300,000 gallons per day and made up for the loss of
compensation water - 10,000 gpd- - ry prwiding two short
12 inch earthenware adits into the underlying water
reservoir. Two reservoirs were to be provided. To the West
of the road leading to the mill a depository reservoir l0 ft.
deep and with a capacity of 2,116,000 gallons. To the East
a storage reservoir 16 ft. deep to contain 19,519,487
gallons. The water would be decanted from the depository
resewoir to the storage reservoir and then to filter beds.
There were to be three filter beds, one of which would
always be at rest, complete with self acting apparatus for
washing the foul sand. Each filter bed had a zuperficial area
of 350 s$ure yards. The beds were of washed sand and
glavel 5 1/2 ft. deep and had the capacity to wash 245,000
gpd. From the filters water passed to a small fresh water
tank, or well, ften through an oval brick conduit 3ft 6 ins. x
2 ft. 6 ins and 1661 yds. long tojoin 736 yds. ofcast iron
pipe laid along the Beausale Rd to Hatton. From Hatton &e
4284 yds. of l0
water was to be conveyed- to the town

n

inch main laid along the Warwick and B'bam Road. On
reaching tle town the water was to be taken to the water
tower which was now to be retained in order to reduce the
pressure in the pipes.

The reasons for employing a mixture of brick conduit and
trvo sizes of cast iron pipe to €rry the water from Haseley
to the town is not ex?lained. The most likely reason for
proposing a brick conduit under the hill was to reduce the
gndient and therefore the depth of the cutting although it
was also credited with keeping the water cool and acting as
a service resewoir. Why then two different sizes of cast
iron pipes should be used to complete the cormection to the
town is lost - the hydraulic pressure loss in the l0 inch pipe
was stated as 20 inches per mile and in the 12 inch to be
negligible.
Details of the main reservoir show that the embankment
was clay filled and earth covered, that it was up to 18 ft.
high, 90 ft. thick at the bottom and 8 ft. at the top. The
embankments sloped 3:1 internally and 2:l on the outside.
The desigir was said to include due provision for subsidence
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of the clay and resistance to percolation. Again it is not
known how the size of the resewoirs had been determined
but the capacity was reported to be equal to 270 days supply
for a population of 11,000 after allowance for waporation.

By the time of the enquiry Mr. Pritchard had concluded
that a sufftcient quantity of ver,v pure water could be
obtained from the underlying water reservoir to obviate the
need for surface reservoirs or filters. The inspector agreed
rvith this assessment and reported "There is impounded
within a natural reservoir an immense volume of very pure
water which, if properly managed will require no filtratiort

and in my opinion will yield an abundant supply for the
town of Warwick'. The report did however suggest that the
design flow be reduced to 260,000 gpd. (20 gallons per
head per day with a population of 12 or 13,000). The

revised works, without reservoirs, were subsequently
approved at the reduced cost off,12,000.

buckets. The machinery was installed over the pure water
tank and was connected to the syphon by a 4 inch cast iron
pipe. Water to polver the wheel was drawn from the brook
but it is not clear whether the discharge entered the well,
where it would not have improved the qualitv of the water,
or ran away elsewhere. The vacuum pumps were run only

as required

-

this being determined by reference to

a

vacuum gauge. By these means savings of f,3,000 were said
to have been made.
Secondly the adits not being complete when water was
flrst supplied to the town and yet found to provide a greater
quantity of water than intended, (the 385 yds. of adits
completed providing 500,000 gpd.) the town was minded to
not to complete these to their firll length. Mr. Pritchard did
not disagree with this but took pains to ensure that he could
not be held responsible for any future difficulties should the
adits not be completed to his design. The outcome is not
known.

The works taken in hand not only excluded the reservoirs
and filter beds but also but also discarded the brick conduit
in favour of a 12 inch cast iron rnain to mn from Haseley to
the Birmingham Rd. Laid at a gradient of about l:28O [The
gradient is quoted as both l: 283 ond I:278J, and at depths
of up to 48 ft., this was said to have a capacity of 1,238,400
gpd. The capacity of the l0 inch main was given as 950,400
gpd. at ground level in the market square or 518,'100 gpd.
to the tower. The work was to include nro adits at llaseley one of400 yds and average depth of2l ft. the other of218
yds. and 15 ft. 6 ins. average depth. The adits were to be of
15 in. cast iron pipe perforated on the upper side. Each pipe
was 2 ft. long and, where conditions allowe4 laid upon a
platform of elm. ln quicksand two 5x4 in. runners were laid
along the adit joined by 3 ft. x 6 in.x ll2 in. crosspieces
secured to tlre runners by 4 in. iron nails. Finally the pipes
were to be supported on two I ft. 9 in.x 6 in.x 3in. saddles
'properly cut to receive the pipes'. The trenches were then to

I

be bacldlled

of

2 ft. 3 ins.
9 ins.
to
a
depth
Washed gravel the size of walnuts
6 ins.
of
depth
Washed gravel the size of horse beans to a
I ft.
Washed sand to a depth

of

of

all laid to

a width of 4 ft.

In the event ground conditions were so bad that very great
diffrcullv was experienced laying the adits and supply main.
For example to reach a depth of 22ft. it was found necessary

excavate

the work neared completion, it was decided to install a 6 in.
Kennedy Patent Position Water Meter, to register flows of

up to 70,000 gph., in the main at Saltisford, to install wash
out valves on the dead ends of the existing water mains in
Warwiclq to fence the manholes at Haseley and finally to
re-seed the disturbed land.
As a final note in the course of the works at Haseley and
on the grcater part of the 12 in. main to the Birmingham
Rd., the contractor is said to have employed plant to the
value of f,2,500 and to have supplied 41,500 ft., or nearly 8
miles, of timber for piles and barrow runs.

with:-

Washed gravel the size of hens eggs to a depth

to

Other changes were made as the work proceeded. Firstly

it was agteed to supply water to the new Budbrook Barracks
by means of a branch from the supply main North of the
town. Although this was likely to result in a considerable
increase in the total demand for water it appears not to have
had any effect on the desip of the work in hand. Then, as

a cutting 49ft. wide. Costs escalated and

Principal Sources:
Pritchard E. Report onthe Proposed Water Supply frcm Haseley' 1873. WRO

cRl l4Al736i l.

Pritchard E- The Warwick Waler Supply. Paper to The Association of
Municipal Sanilary Engineers and Surveyots 19 April 1876. WRO

cRt r44/73611.
Prilchard E. Warwick Water Sup,ply. Proceedings
Municipal Sanitary Engineers and Surveyon 1884.
The Warwick Advertiser.

of

The Association of

The L'Spa Courier.
PRO (Kew) HLG6/1561.

Appendix 6

sornething had to be done.

THE CONTRACTS
This was achieved by re-aligning the supply main which
was also raised between 9 and 10ft. to form a syphon. Some
means then had to be made to release air from the qyphon
and as the pressure was not expected to remain positive
recourse was made to having a water powered vacuum
pump draw the air out. Supplied by Messrs Glenfield of
Kilmarnock this had two double acting pumps of brass and
gurunetal driven by a 3ft. diameter waterwheel with brass

PartI-Al{OVERVIEW
Superficially the contracts for the Warwick Improvement
Works are very similar to those in modern use - they

firm price contracts based upon technical
specifications, contracts based on a specification with bills
ofapproximate quantities and a series ofcontracts based on

include
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a schedule of rates - but a closer examination reveals not
only many detailed differences but also a wealth of
interesting technical information. This overview describes
the contract procedures and documentation used by the

Warwick Local Board of Health, and later Sanitary
Authority, for the town improvement works. Details of
individual contracts are given later.

All the improvement works were carried out by

conjunction

with a bond to

gaurantee satisfactory

completion of the works, that formed the contract.

Part

II - THE FIRST IMPROVEMENT WORKS

For these works the tovm let a series of eight contracts
between 1854 and 1856 as detailed below:-

contractors directly

Contract No. I (See WRO CRl6l8/WA6/lD4/l)
For the supply of Cast Iron Straight Pieces, Taper Pieces,

were not recognised. Pipewo& and some other items, were
purchased by the town and issued 'free of charge' to the

Curved Pieces, Quarter Pieces, Caps, etc.
Awarded to The Horseley Co. of Tipton Sta-ffs in the sum of
January 1854
t4.600.

appointd and managed, by the town there were no 'Main Contractors' and 'Sub Contractors'

contractor.

tender documentation was produced by 'The
Engineer'. This took the form of a printed 'Specification'

All

and'Form of Tender', supported, as necess:lry, by drawings
and schedules. The schedules, and the Form ofTender were
to be completed by the tenderer and returned.

In addition to the

necessary technical inforrnation the

Specification would include clauses necessary

for

the

management of the tendering process and contract. e.g.

That the works should be

in

conformity with the

specifi cation and drawings.

That the engineen might reject inferior work.
The liability for defects.
The contractor to guarantee the Board agains damages
arising from neglect or carelessness.
Payment details.
The date for Completion of the Works (not a contract
period but a specific date).
Requirement for Sureties to guarantee the work.
Penalties.

The tendering process was open - that is the town did not
select who would be asked to tender, it was open to all. The
placing
suitable
proc€ss would start by
press
that
advising
technical
advertisement in the local and
town
to
the
by
application
specifications could be obtained
clerk and that drawings could be seen at the council offices
and at the offices of the engineer - prospective tenderers
rvere not supplied with drawings but coul4 apparently, take
tracings.

&e

of a

Tenders were to be returned to the town clerk by a certain
date after which no further tenders were accepted. After a

cursory examination the tenders would be passed to the
engineer for detailed examination and recommendation as
to which tender should be accepted. The acceptance process
was, however, very different from current practice. Firstly
none, or very few, of the printed documents produced by the
engineer, the tender or any correspondence, was used in the

all together in a long,
legalistic, hand drafted 'Indenture' that additionally
included many clauses not previously seen by those
tendering for the work. It rvas this 'Indenture" in
contact. The lawyers brought them

This contract was for a total of some 9,500 tons (12 miles)
ofboth pressure and non pressure socketed pipework. The

pressue pipeworl between 2 inches and 12 inches
diameter and of ll4 to 5/8 inch thickness, was to be
pressure tested at 400 ft. head. The non pressure pipework
was 18 inch diameter and Il2 inch thick. All pipes were to
be cast vertically with the metal, in all cases, being equally
distributed. The approximate requirements were scheduled

and priced on weight rangng from 7/3d. per cwl for
straight pipe between 6 and 18 inches in diameter to l0/per cwl in the case of small castings. All pieces, ils soon as

they had been cast and cleaned and before any rust shall
have been produced upon them, were to be submitted to
Dr. Angus Smith's patent process (For the bterior Coating
of Pip*vork Against Corrosion with a mixture of gas tar,
pitch, linseed oil andresin. 1848).

tlalf of the pipes were to be delivered by the l4th. of March
1354 ind the deliveries were to be complete by l4th. May.

Interim payments were to & 75% of the value of the items
delivered two weeks after the given contract dates with the
remainder held for three montbs.

Contract No.2 (See WRO CRl6l8/WA6ll04l23)
For the supply of Stoneware Pipes.
Awarded to Henry, John and Frederick Dalton in the sum of
[5306-164d. January 1854

This contract was for the supply of non pressure pipes of
diameters between 3 and l8 inches and with thickness' up
to I I/2 inches.

Contract No.3 (See WRO CR16l8/VVA6ln4/47)
For the supply, installation, setting to work and running,
for up to twelve months, of duplicate steam engines, boilers
and pumps.

Awarded to J Hodgson Jones of Westminster in the sum of
f2,400 plus the costs of employing an enginman and
Apparentiy March 1854.
labourer as required.

The specification called for each pump to deliver 250,000
gallons of water in 16 hours from a well 30 fl. deep.
Delivery was to be through a i2 in. pipe about i,900 yds.
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long and rising 180 ft. above the water level. The fuel
consumption was not to exceed 3 l/2 lbs. of Newcastle coal
per horse power per hour and the boiler pressure was not to
exceed 45 lb. per square inch of surface. The engines and

pumping apparatus were required

to work

Contract No.6 (See WRO CRl618/104/46)
For the supply of Small Iron Castings.
Awarded to Edward Blackmore of Wednesbun'
January 1854
in the sun of f,156-12-0d

either in

conjunction or separately and the boilers lYere to be smoke
consuming.
Payments were to b€ 50% of the contract sum when

No.7 (See WRO CRl6l8AVA6ll04l64 &65 also
the Warwick Advertiser 17 March and 9 May 1855)

Contract

all of

the parts and pieces shall have been brought upon the
ground where they were to be erected - a firrther 25olo when
fixed and in working order and the remainder three

-

months later.
The works were to be completd and in working order, by

Ist. July 1854.
In fact Mr. Jones offered double rylinder. and compounded,

Woolf condensing engines from the Hyde Park Foundry
Glasgow. These he guaranteed to have a fuel consumption
not exceeding 2 314 lb. per horse power per hour. The
cylinders were of 19 ll2 in. and l0 IlZn. dra. respectively,
of 3 ft. stroke and were to run at 40 strokes per minute. The
pumps were of 2 ft. 9 ins. stroke and 14 in. dia. - they made
15 strokes per minute. (Not made cleor in the offer they
actually got tvo pumps and two engines all connected
together by gearing - indeed the pumps shared a common
outlet valve box so that neither pumps nor engines could
work independently.) He also ofiered horizontal Cornish
Boilers each 20 ft. long by 4 ft. 6 ins. dia. with 2 ft. fire
tubes.

The work was not to be completed without several crisesFirstly the site of the waterworks was changed from North
of the town to Emscote. The consequent delays led to the
engines etc. having to be taken into store. Such an event
was not provided for in the contract and the town at first
refused to make any additional payment for the delay. They

relented only after being advised tlnt not to do so would
lead to legal action. It was then found necessary to modiry
the machinery so that it would fit into the pump house.

Contract No.4 (See WRO CR16l8/!VA6ll04l32)
For the supply of 220 Street Hydrants with Boxes and
including two sets of keys.
Awarded to W Simpson and Co. of Pimlico
in the sum of f.253-74d. January 1854

Contract No.5 (See WRO CRl6lSAVA6/104/36)
For the supply of Sluice Valves from 3 to 12 in. dia. with
keys.

Awarded to James Burton and Sons

in the sum of f 180-184d. February

1854.

A letter from the Court of Bankruptry reveals the demise of
this company after the valves had been delivered.

a Borehole at the North East end of Packmore Lane
and adjoining the Warwick and Napton Canal.
Awarded to Robert Paten - Well Sinker
and Engineer of Wadord. March 1854.

To Sink

The specification called for the sinking of a well of 12 ins.
dia. and up to 400 ft. deep with the final depth, and other
details, to be agreed as the work proceeded. Work was to
commence within 7 days of the order being given and was
to reach a depth of 100 ff. in 35 days and to then proceed at

not less than 3 ft. per day. The specification provided for
the bore to be lined with from 20 to 30 ft. of cast iron pipe
12 ll2 in. in dia. and 3/4 in. thick. Elsewhere wrought iron
tube of

1l in. dia., galvanised

and perforated

if

necessary,

was to be fixed as required.

The intended method of working was, apparently, to install
the lining only after water had been found. However the
unlined bore kept falling in. If the bore was to continue at
its frrll diameter il would have been necessary to line the
bore as the work proceeded. This would not only slow
progress but would prove to be very expensive if they failed
to find water. ln the event instructions were giver firstly to
ll2
reduce the bore ftom 13 to 12 inches and then
inches. By December 1854 the bore had reached 320 ftwater. In February 1855 the bore had
without finding
reached 3'14 ft. and water was reported to be flowing out of
a pipe 9 inches above the ground - shortly thereafter the
bore reached its final depth of 404 feet of which 108 feet
was lined with tube of 12 inch internal diameter, 192 fer,t
was 12 inch unlined bore and 104 feet was of 7 ll2 inch
diameter. However the flow was found to be only about l/4
of the towns requirements and of indifferent quality. The
contractors subsequent attempts to 'force the springs' were

to'l

gd

not surcessfirl.
The bore still not having reached the Red Sandstone Rock

that Mr. Rammell was expecting to yield a 'most ample
quantity of good water' he sought to have the bore
deepened. However Mr. Paten having reached the firll depth

that he had contracted for. and not having suitable
equipment on site to go deeper, Mr. Rammell was obliged
to seek new tenders for this work whilst simultaneously
instructing Mr. Paten to fully open, and line the existing
bore. This did not meet with the towns favour and
instructions were given to abandon the bore but not before
Mr. Paten had obtained the tube necessary to line the bore.
By the terms of his contract Mr. Paten was due no payment
for incomplete work and his claim for compensation in
respect of the unused tube was again met only after the
threat oflegal action.
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The work was to be valued on a schedule of prices
follows :-

as

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft
ft.
ft.
ft.

L45
For the first 50
L57
For the nexl 50
f68
For the nexl 50
t80
For the nexl 50
t92-10-0d
For the next 50
t105
For the next 50
[l 17- 5-0d.
For the next 50
f129- 24d.
For the next 50
To supply and fix Wrought Iron tube l/4' thick
f,l-24d,. per ft. lineal.

The schedule does not give rates for the cast iron tube, for
the perforated tube or for the shoe all of which were called
for in the speci-fication. With additional work e.g. testing

the water, measuring the flow, and trying to 'force the
springs' it is no surprise that the final cost of the aborted
well was f 1,066-10-0d.

The contractor was to supply inlet, delivery and overflow
pipes [to the water tower] of 12 in.llDia and 5/8 in. thick.
The contractor was not to assign. or make over, any part
of the works to others.
All antique remains and other articles of value or curiositv
which might be discovered --- were to be immediately
delivered to the engineer.
The contractor was to be responsible for any accidents or
damage.

Temporary works were to be properly lighted and watched
at night.
The contractor was to commence work within 6 days of
the order being received and the several works were to be
completed within the space of 12 months. The penalty for
delay was f,10 per day.
Monthly payments were to be made at 80% of the
valuation of the work finished - the remainder to be paid 3
months later but the engineer was empowered to release
up to halfthe retention.
The final value ofthis contract was f,10,188-15-l ld.

Contract No.8 (See WRO CRl6l8nYA6/105/51)
For Drainage and Waterworks.
Awarded to James Marriot & Co. of Coventry
July 1856.
in the sun of f,9948-3-6d.
This is the civil engineering contract for the construction of
the Emscote Water Works, the Water Tower in the town
and the laying of all pipes and sewers. It is the only contract
not to have been let in 1854. The specification makes
reference to 11 drawings dated the 28th. April 1856 and
includes the following clauses :The sides of the trenches were to be well supported.
The excavations were to be kept clear of water.
All soil, filth and much --- was to be removed and carted
away.

with the inclination of the pipes being
accurately determined by means of wooden templates,
each l0 ft. in length, to be constmcted in the manner to be

--

directed by the engineer.

Vertical pipes were to be fixed at the extremities and
junctions of all sewers -- and covered with iron caps.

No water pipe was to be laid within 2 ft. of any gas pipe.
A strainer of 3/8 in. thickness punched with 1/2 in.
holes and afterwards galvanised -- was to be provided (at
the waterworks ?).
The drain pipes across the River Avon --- are to be of cast
iron jointed with lead --- and supported by piles in the
manner shown on drawing No.5. -- The piles are to be of
Elm 10 inches square with proper cast iron shoes.
Water pipes are to be laid [at a depth] I ft. 9 ins. to the top
of the pipe.
Joints were to be made with Hempen Spun Yarn and Soft
Blue l-ead -- the depth of jointing in sockets to average 2

-

(See WRO CR1618/WA6/99)

The first reference to a Private Works Contract is in March
1858 when it was apparenfly in the hands of a Mr. Clark
and Son but there are no further details. By November 1863
the contractor was a Mr. Thomas Cashmore. This was a
'Schedule ofRates' contract based upon a priced schedule of
work that included stoneware pipes from 2 to 12 ins. dia.,
cast iron D' traps, closets (unfortunately not describedl,
pipework etc. The specification called for the drain pipes to
be laid in puddle clay to l/2 the depth of the prpes and for
water pipes to be galvanised.
Rates included:Supply and fix cast iron D'traPs
218d.
9"x9n

Drain pipes were to be laid on a bed of concrete half
around the pipe

Works.

Private

6'x6u

t/9d,.'

4"x4n

v6d,.

Stoneware Closet Pans and Traps of approved
description to be fixed complete including all materids
8t6d.

Part

III - THE

SEWERAGE IMPROVf,MENT

WORKS

(See WRO

CRl6l8nvA6llo6l26)

Few details of the contracts for the sewerage improvement
works have been found but there app€ars to have been the
intention to place 5 separate contracts.

Contract No.1

For the supply of 240 tons

of

L2",16". and 24" Cast Iron

Socketed Pipes.

This contract was awarded to Messers Roberts of West
Bromwich in April 1867.

inches.

The [boiler] flues rvere to be lined to 20 ft. above the base
rvith fire brick.

ot
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Contract No.2
For the Constmction and Sening

to

Work

of

Trvo
Condensing Beam Pumping Engines and Cornish Boilers.
This contract was awarded to a Mr. Josiah Gimson and Co.
of Leicester in April 1867.

every part with

a hammer of suitable wcight." Thc

pressures were to

b:-

For
For
For
For

Two 25lIP pumping engines were said to pump up about

45

ft. and one mile to Gog Bridge

Farm llilarwick

All

Advertiser 8 Aug. 18681. The fllwheels were some 16 ft. in
diameter and weighing 4 tons 15 cwt. each. The work was

SIZE LENGTH
l6u 38yds.
12" 726yds.

Contract No.4

1867.

Contract No.5

For the construction of an Engine House, Boiler House,
Chimney Shaft, Pafu of Cottages and Boundary Fence.

to Mr. J H Clark in the sum of f,2,353 in

September 1867.

TIIE HASELEY WATER SCHE}IE

Second

& WRO

Third Contract (See WRO CRl6lS^Vl4i 18)
On the l0 January 1876 a contract was let to a Mr.
Charles Hart to lay l0 and 12 inch pipes from the town to
Haseley with a branch to the new Budbrook Barracks. The
contract quickly turned sour with the contractor finally
abandoning the work in November. The immediate cause of
this was the unexpected necessity of trenching in marl after

For the Manufacture, Delivery and OffLoading of Cast Iron
Socket Pipes to the Canal Wharf, Saltisford. This was
awarded to a Messers Roberts rvith scheduled prices varying
from S7-24d. per ton for l0,l2and 16 in. straight pipe to
f,10 per ton for special castings.

leaving the turnpike at Hatton and the determination of the
engineer not to concede any additional payment outwith the
contracted rates.

The pipes were to be cast vertically and given Dr. Angus
Smiths I coal tar I Coating.

l/4" of free

Contract

Haseley. No details have been found.

CRl618nV22/5 of 3 Feb. 1875)

Diameters were internal.
The sockets were to be 4" deep with
packing with lead on yarn.

5cwt.

Oqtr. 0lbs. +/- l9lbs.
2qtr. l0lbs. +/- I0lbs.

This was for the construction of adits and other work at

Again details of these contracts are incomplete.
(See WRO CRl618/!VA6l92

WEIGHT
gcq/t.

contractor.
Variations in tlte work.
The manufacturer was to be held responsible for any failure
due to neglect found within 12 months of the completion of
the works.
The cost of testing was to be borne by the town but the
contractor was to provide, free ofexpense, the hydraulic test
apparatus which was to b delivered to the wharf.
The contractor was to provide two sureties, each 1/6 of the
contract value, to garantee the work.
Payment was to & n% of the value of work delivered in I
month - the final payment was to be made 6 months after
the deliveries were complete
All pipes were to be delivered within 3 months of the order
being given or f,10 [per day] was to be forfeited.
The contractor was to pay the cost of printing.

of l04a of

For the Construction of Outfall Sewerq Store, Reservoir
and Filten.
Awarded to a Mr. J H Clark ia the sum of f,2,453. April

No.l

and

The contract provided for :-

land for sewage irrigation.

Contract

ft. long, excluding thc socket,

Powers of Inspection.
The engineer to resolve any discrepancy between the plans
and specification without appeal to the courts.
The employers powers in event of non performance of the

Contract No.3

PaTt IV -

200 ft.

10' 4295yds. 4cwt. lqtr. 22lbs. +/- 9lbs.
8u l0lyds. 3cwt. 0qrr. 24lbs. +1- 7lbs.
6u 43yds 26ilt. lqtr. 6lbs. +/- 5lbs.
4" l236yds. lcwt. lqtr. l4lbs. +/- 3lbs.

That the boiler tube was only 3/8 in. thick and not 1/2 in.
That the lagging was not complete.
That no allowance had been made for the expansion of
the flue or the expansion of the steam pipes.
That the safety valves were only 4 314 in. and not 6 ins.
in dia. and blew offat 30 lb. 3 ozs. and not 40 lb.
That no starting gear or blow through valves, had been
provided.

Awarded

pipes rvere to be 9

200 fl.
400 ft.
600 ft.

were detailed as follows:-

apparently not satisfactory for an extensive list of defects
was prepared in April of 1869 I\I/RO CRI6|8/I,YA6/102)
which noted:-

For the Levelling, Layng Down and Sowing

pipe
pipe
the 10" pipe
the 8"and 6" pipe
the 16"
the l2"and 4"

test

The to*n arranged to have the rvork completed by others
and believed that it would be able to recoup the extra costs
of so doing from Mr. Hart. But Mr. Hart was to prove to
have very well protected his own interests and it was he
who lodged a claim against the town which was heard at

space for

The hydraulic test pressure was to be held for 3 minutes
"whilst the pipe is suffrciently, and repeatedly, struck in
z'7

ol
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the Wanvickshire Lent Assize of 187'7 ' The case was
subsequently referred to arbitration under a Mr. George
Berkly.

Many of the claims related to the supply of pipes to the
contractor. These were purchased by the town and stored by
them until required. There were problems with the delivery
of the pipes from the factory not keeping up with the
progress of the work in hand exacerbated by the engineers
ietermination to minimise the number of unlaid pipes left
on site at the end of the days work. Thus although the town
never appears to have run out of pipes they were often in

to apply the contracted rate for similar work in the town'
Mr. Hart clearly found this to be uneconomic and clarmed it
to be inappropriate. He sought to negotiate but Mr'

Pritchard would have nothing to do with it. Then he met
with the water committee asking plainly what they would

pay for this work. They also would enter into no
iommitment - valuatiors were the responsibility of
Mr. Pritchard and he saw no reason to make any
commitment or to put anything in writing. At arbitration
the town was lo maintain that this was standard practice
and not peculiar to Warwick.

Mr. Hart's claim then continued with a number of other
delayd through no
fault of his, he was entitled to additional payments for
winter working and for the additional cost of winter
haulage the original haulage contract having expired in the

strort suppty and sometimes not available in the size
."qrr.tt.d by the contractor. Mr- Hart was tltus finding it
very difficult to plan his work and more tlan once withdrew
his labour citing shortage of pipes' always first ensuring
that his problems had been well recorded. The engineer,
who maintained that work was always available
somewhere, apparently failed to refute any of these
allegations in writing. As to the contract with the
manufacturer this required only that the pipes should be
delivered within three months of the order being placed
without speciSing in what order the different sizes of pipes

items. Firstly that as the work had been

autumn. Then that the engineer had failed to prop€rly peg
and level the line of the 12 inch pipe, that he should be
compensated for the monies due to him being paid late and
final-ly that he should be paid for the temporary fencing and
shoring that he had left on site'

The towns counter claim was for the additional cost of
having the work completed by anotler mntractor'
Unfortunately this claim was very difficult to establish' Not
only was there disagreement as to whether it was proper to
use the rates for excavations in the town to work between
Haseley and Hatton but it transpird that much of this was
to be in sand which again had not been provided for in the
contract. And finally not only had the design of this work
been changed but the contractor had been instructed to

would be required. Indeed the extant correspondence shows
that there wzts never an agreed Fogramne of deliveries
with Mr. Pritchard making Yague requests for, for example,
more 12 inch pipes.

A second problem was that many of the pipe sockets were
found to be oversize and thus requiring more lea4 and
time, to complete the joint. Mr. Prithchard did ask the
manufacturer to correct this problem and always
maintained that he made additional payments to Mr. Hart
to compensate for the extra lead. However this was nwer
made clear - he didn't confirm the additional payment in
writing and his valuations were not itemised - all the

hasten the work by opening two faces.

After a long arbitration the town lost and was instructed
to pay Mr. Hart f560 10s Plus costs.

contractor got was an occasional cheque.
Then" despite having been inspected and pressure tested
prior to issue, some of the pipes failed. When Mr. Hart
sought redress from the town he got very short shift - so far
as Mr. Pritehard was concerned this was nothing to do with
the town but mafter between Mr. Hafl and the
manufacturer. A manifestly untenable a$itude.

a

The final contentious issue relating to the pipes was the
location of the store where the pipes were held - the
contract clearly stated that this was to be the canal wharf
but in fact it was the railway sidings and Mr. Hart sought to
claim the extra haulage costs. This was rejected on the
grounds that Mr. Fritchard believed that the railway had
come to some arrangement with the hauliers to meet the
additional costs. However he had nothing in writing and
maintained that he was not party to these matters.

That the excavations for laying the 12 inch pipe to
Hasele; would be partly in Marl had not been anticipated'
The Bill for this part of the works included only for
excavations in clay and loam. Clearly an additional
payment would have to be made and Mr. Pritchard sought
28
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